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It is already March! Vaccinations across the globe are progressing and hopefully will 
be steadily maintained. The Singapore government has highlighted that the country is 
expected to bounce back up to 4 per cent to 6 per cent year-on-year growth, aided 
by the very low base in 2020. Thailand is forging ahead with its plans to become 
a developed digital hub in the Southeast Asian region, as part of its Thailand 4.0 
policy outlined way back before the pandemic in 2019. Our installation features the 
AV facilities in VinUniversity in Vietnam, which was completed late last year, during 
COVID-19, though Vietnam was relatively unscathed at the time. All of the above 
reiterates what was written in last month’s First Words that there are some bright spots 
in the region related to AV business, and hopefully, we will continue to build upon this 
momentum.

Do read our Commentary column about Cloud Technology as well as our Interview with 
Joe Pham that reinforces how Cloud opens opportunities for the AV industry.
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London Metropolitan University, London UK

WyreStorm Sets the New Standard of AVOverIP Solution
NetworkHD 400 got the Silver Award for Its Advanced Technologies

WyreStorm Sets the New Standard with their Multi-Award-winning 4K HDR AV over IP Solution
WyreStorm’s NetworkHD 400 Series wins again in the Best Video Distribution System category, with its enhanced 4K over IP offering 
over multiple market applications. Now including USB routing, in addition to Video, Audio, IR, CEC and RS-232, the latest hardware 
version will allow for the ultimate in flexibility for Education, Corporate and RTOC applications where USB devices are used as part of 
the AV distribution. 
With the option of pairing the NetworkHD 400 Series with pre-configured switches, this makes NetworkHD the easiest and most 
reliable AV over IP solution to install. Contact WyreStorm today and let us help you design your next installation.

VSI-LTD.COM
WYRESTORM.COM

VSI

VSI

. 

FLIP COB LED WALL AND RGB LASER VIDEO DISPLAY CUBE
First to Launch Flip COB LED for control room use. 
VSI’s latest control room display technologies are designed for mission critical 24/7 control room and command center operations. 
Flip-COB LED has super Low heat dissipation than the conventional type of SMD LED display wall, its Ultra-high reliability and 
availability makes your Total Cost of Ownership much lower. RGB Laser Video Cube is an unique product in the market that brings 
high brightness and long lifetime to your display systems

4K AVOverIP | HDMI Matrix Switcher | HDBaseT Connectivity | AOC Cables | VC

Control Room Visualization Solution: Video Processors | LED | DLP | LCD | Management Suite VSI-LTD.COM
INFO@VSI-LTD.COM

mailto:info@vsi-ltd.com
http://www.vsi-ltd.com
http://www.wyrestorm.com
http://www.vsi-ltd.com
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How Cloud Technology is Reshaping the Industry

COMMENTARY

2020 presented every business around the world 
with challenges that leaders had never encountered 
before. The AV industry was no different. We were 
challenged to be agile and resilient and to come 
up with new programs to sustain our partners and 
support our customers. Some integrators - many 
of whom we work with - cleverly leveraged cloud 
technology to effectively position themselves to 
address the challenges of 2020.

Capitalizing on proven, robust, reliable cloud 
technology from global leaders like Amazon 
Web Services and AV brands like LEA allowed 
these integrators to navigate the ever-changing 
circumstances of work-from home, social distancing 
and health protocols and ensure continued support 
to customers and partners. Cloud technology 
enables systems integrators to remotely configure, 
monitor and manage systems from the office 

By Blake Augsburger, CEO of LEA Professional

versus rolling in a truck. This advances operational 
effectiveness, labour efficiency and customer 
service. It’s also highly appreciated by customers in 
corporate education and transportation environments 
where buildings are beginning to open up but also 
where health protocols are still very much in place.

Integrators appreciate how cloud technology 
facilitates new business models - specifically, service 
agreements have been shown to work well in the IT 
and security markets and provide the integrator with 
monthly recurring revenue (MRR). While integrators 
realize the benefits of predictable revenue streams, 
customers within the business, education, worship 
and hospitality markets realize gains in system 
performance, uptime and cost of ownership.

Working with the cloud meant global teams did 
not miss a beat in being able to demonstrate 
product and service capabilities. I feel the pain of 



Aetria is Datapath’s integrated solution for the design, 
management, and operation of control rooms. 

Developed for the most challenging and complex 
command and control applications.

We make life easier for system integrators whilst enabling 
control room operators to focus on their core objectives.

Aetria 
control rooms 
made simple

Engineering the world's  
best visual solutions

www.datapath.co.uk

https://www.datapath.co.uk/aetria-control-room
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loudspeaker manufacturers who are tethered to the 
requirement of in-person listening, but with the cloud 
you are able to comprehensively demonstrate the 
connectivity and performance of offerings despite 
lockdowns. The advantages of remote connectivity 
really crystallized in the minds of systems integrators 
and end-users over the course of 2020 and I feel 
we have passed an inflection point where cloud has 
gone from nice-to-have in 2019 to must-have in 2021!

The advantage of utilizing cloud innovation resonates 
strongly with customers in Asia- and we have seen 
especially strong growth in transportation where 
infrastructure spending continues; in courtrooms 
where video hearings required high-performance 
audio; in education where distance learning and 
hybrid learning became the new normal and we’re 
even seeing an up-tick in retail and restaurant where 
customers are taking the downtime to invest in 
improvements and prepare for a resurgent 2021!

For the Asia market, the embrace of cloud 
technology was felt from early on. Using the cloud, a 
systems integrator we work with in Singapore could 
easily adjust amplifier settings of a Connect Series 

amp in another part of the island without making the 
trip, and they charge for this service! The Asia market 
recognized the flexibility, innovation and consistency 
this provided their business and were forward-
thinking in their adaptation. 

Asia appears to be ahead in the recovery and I 
am confident that latent demand will lead to strong 
growth of entertainment and communications 
technologies being deployed to facilitate the new 
normal. That means new meeting room systems 
and conferencing technologies in the corporate 
market; new background music systems for retail 
and hospitality; new distance learning systems for 
education and new audio systems for courts and 
government agencies. All of these environments 
need high-performing, hyper-connected audio 
systems to deliver an experience but they require 
preparedness for remote should the need arise 
again. This is a strong argument for cloud-connected 
AV and something the Asia-market systems 
integrators and customers will seek to address.  

leaprofessional.com

https://leaprofessional.com/


mailto:Hpro.APAC@harman.com
https://jblpro.com/installed-audio-apac
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Joe Pham: Embrace the Change and Look for the 
Opportunities

INTERVIEW

SI Asia had the pleasure 
of chatting with Joe 
Pham, President and 
CEO, QSC. We wanted 
to get Joe’s views on 
how COVID-19 has 
affected the AV industry 
and where do the 
opportunities lie. 

What are some of the key takeaways for the AV 
industry from the COVID-19 situation?

This year has been a catalyst for change in our 
industry. As we continue to evolve and adapt, we 
realize now, more than ever, that AV matters! AV 
has the power to connect people, and that human 
connection is what we have missed most. Luckily, 
collaboration tools have helped fill that void by 
virtually connecting us with colleagues, family and 
friends. This trend will continue for the foreseeable 
future, especially as the workplace evolves, and AV 
will play a large roll in how these tools connect to the 
rest of the AV infrastructure, and how the technology 
advances. As the reality of true AV/IT convergence is 
upon us (I know, we have been talking about this for 
over a decade), gone are the days of purpose-built 

pieces that serve one function. We as manufacturers 
will need to offer customers more flexible and 
scalable systems that can be easily married with IT 
technologies.

While we may not always be able to connect with 
each other in person at the office, enjoy our favorite 
live artist, or immerse ourselves in the latest trilogy at 
the Cineplex, the way we deliver that connection, and 
the idea of collaboration, will continue to remain vital. 

Will the working space ever be the same? What 
will change? How do we as an industry be 
prepared and where are our opportunities in this 
space?

The working space we knew a year ago will never be 
the same. We will continue to see companies adopt 
a more remote/hybrid work environment and the 
spaces that once occupied rows or cubicles, will now 
become a more flexible workspace. Any given day 
might include an intimate client meeting, the next day 
an all-hands meeting (with employees in the office 
and remote), and the next a large training event. 
Regardless, it will be our job as AV professionals to 
help create an engaging environment that allows 
everyone to feel included regardless of where they 
are located. 

AV has the power to connect people



https://www.logitech.com/en-in/products/video-conferencing/room-solutions/rallybar.html
mailto:salesindia@logitech.com
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With that comes the need for flexible and scalable 
AV technologies. Over the last year, we have seen 
several instances, all over the world, where large 
venues are being repurposed into entirely different 
spaces. For examples, the IT team at the Jacob K. 
Javits Convention Center in New York were once 
building infrastructure and prepping for the largest, 
international conventions. However, overnight 
they were called to convert their facilities into an 
emergency field hospital to backfill pressure from 
overwhelmed New York City hospitals. Most recently, 
they also became a COVID-19 vaccination center. 
With these type of quick changes, customers do not 
have the time or resources to revamp technology. 
They will be looking to invest in technologies that 
easily fit their IT infrastructure and provide the 
flexibility to make required changes quickly to adapt 
to the new environment, whatever that may be. 
While collaboration continues to be essential, we will 
begin to see future innovations like AR and VR (or 
other emerging technologies) accelerate and start 
to make its way into our future work to help close the 
gap of the physical connection we’re missing being 
remote. 

What are some of the AV technologies that have 
been hastened due to the virus situation?

Cloud-based remote monitoring & management 
(RMM) technologies have become more popular 
over the past year. The ability to remotely monitor 
and manage your AV infrastructure has become an 
invaluable asset that allows companies to centralize 
operations support and increase overall system 
uptime. With an RMM solution, IT now has the ability 
to make changes to the system remotely, check for 
faults in any given room, troubleshoot UCI issues, 
and even push system updates without being onsite. 
While this has offered our customers the opportunity 
to manage equipment, it has also opened doors 
for integrators to create new revenue streams with 
managed service opportunities. This however, can 
only be done with newer networked equipment, 
and creates issues with non-networked legacy 
equipment that remains in field. This gives us 
another opportunity to embrace the evolution of 
AV and accelerate a more modern view of AV 
technologies. At this new crossroads, we see the 
value of networked technologies that offer flexibility, 
can easily be scaled, and are more compatible for 
software and IT services. 

Additional Thoughts?

This year has tested the way we work and the way 
we live. Just like anything, in order to thrive in a new 
environment we must embrace the change and look 
for the opportunities to enhance our situation and 
create new value in who we are. If anything, this year 
continues to remind us the value and importance 
of AV. What we do matters! It is now up to us to 
embrace the opportunity this pandemic has given 
our industry and make that change to continue to be 
a relevant and valuable asset in the AV/IT chain.  

www.qsc.com

“We as manufacturers will 
need to offer customers more 
flexible and scalable systems 
that can be easily married with 
IT technologies”

https://www.qsc.com


mailto:info@sennheiser.com
https://en-in.sennheiser.com/tcc2
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PSNI Global Alliance Certified Solution Providers Claim ‘Best Place to Work’ Honour

GLOBAL: PSNI Global Alliance, the global network 
of premier technology integrators and service 
providers, has awarded The AV Company and 
SKS Technologies with the organization’s coveted 
‘Best Places to Work in AV’ accolade, based off 
key metrics provided by PSNI-exclusive Employee 
Engagement Survey. 

This was the fifth annual survey PSNI has conducted 
amongst its global Certified Solution Providers, with 
this year bringing a record-breaking response from 
PSNI’s 18,000+ member network.

The AV Company, based in Hawaii, claimed the 
accolade for companies with less than 50 employees 
while Australian-based integrator, SKS Technologies 
took the award in the ‘over-50 employees’ category.

“Trust, communication 
and teamwork is key 
to our success,” said 
Thomas Lee, President 
at The AV Company. 
“Keeping everyone 
informed and engaged 
from the top-down 
removes uncertainty 
and mistrust. If we 
succeed, we all 
succeed together. The 
funny this is, we can all 
still laugh when we fall, 

but most of all, learn from our mistakes.”

The PSNI internal Employee Engagement survey 
focused on three specific objectives to obtain its 
results: levels of employee engagement within the 

network, identifying work attributes that are most 
responsible for driving employee engagement, plus 
understanding employee perceptions in areas such 
as leadership, work relationships, culture, growth, 
and opportunity.

“There are many factors that make a successful 
business, but none more important than its people,” 
stated PSNI Global Alliance executive director, Chris 
Miller.  “The AV Company and SKS Technologies 
have thoroughly demonstrated their effectiveness in 
helping employees continue to feel connected to the 
organization to keep their engagement strong.”

“2020 was certainly 
a very challenging 
year on a global 
scale, as well as a 
transformational year 
for our company,” said 
SKS Technologies 
Chief Executive Officer, 
Matthew Jinks. “This 
acknowledgement is 
something that we will 
be extremely proud 
of now, and for the 
years to come as we 

continue to grow and build market presence in our 
region.” 

PSNI Global Alliance is a firm advocate of employee 
engagement and employee development. The 
Employee Engagement survey establishes a 
benchmark amongst its network’s Certified Solution 
Providers and is the only one of its kind within the AV 
industry.

To date, PSNI Global Alliance represents nearly 200 
licensed service and integration offices around the 
globe, tipping the scales in 50 countries spanning 
across 6 continents making it the largest global 
network of audiovisual integrators covering the 
largest geographical area in the world. 

www.psni.org visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com

Read more at etcconnect.com/ColorSourceSpotjr

3Small Price   3Small Size   Small Performance

ColorSource Spot jr

BIG

http://www.psni.org/


visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com

Read more at etcconnect.com/ColorSourceSpotjr

3Small Price   3Small Size   Small Performance
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BIG

https://www.etcconnect.com
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Christie Crimson Series Laser Projectors Illuminate Victoria Memorial

INDIA: Christie Crimson Series 3DLP laser 
projectors deployed for an inspirational son et 
lumière on the façade of Victoria Memorial in Kolkata 
are mesmerizing guests with spectacular visuals that 
celebrate the life and work of Indian nationalist and 
freedom fighter, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. 

The 20-minute show, which features stunning 
projections using eight Christie Crimson laser 
projectors on the surface of Kolkata’s iconic white-
marbled monument, is a permanent installation 
jointly accomplished by Christie’s longstanding 
partners Tricolor India Schauspiel and Modern Stage 
Services. Both companies are highly renowned 
systems integrators with numerous high-profile, 
large-scale projects across India under their belts. 

Inaugurated by Indian Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi on January 23, the grand spectacle is widely 
considered to be an amazing achievement, having 
been put together under five days to mark the 125th 
birth anniversary of Bose, widely known by his 
honorific “Netaji”, or “respected leader” in Hindi. 
With its flamboyant images and rousing soundtrack, 

the show is a fitting tribute to Netaji, who made 
extraordinary contributions to the nation’s freedom 
struggle. The Indian government has also announced 
that Netaji’s birthday will be celebrated on January 
23 every year as “Parakram Diwas”, so as to 
inspire its citizens to act with fortitude in the face of 
adversity, and to infuse in them a spirit of patriotic 
fervour.

“We are honoured to be involved in the creation 
and execution of this son et lumière to honour and 
remember Netaji’s indomitable spirit and selfless 
service to the country as we commemorate his 125th 
birth anniversary,” said Himanshu Sabharwal, Chief 
Creative Officer, Tricolor India Schauspiel. “These 
are exemplified in the projected contents that we 
have meticulously put together. Even though we had 
a very short lead time, I’m heartened that our years of 
knowledge and experience in delivering large-scale 
projects have served us well to successfully bring 
this show to fruition.”

Davinder Wadhwa, Managing Director, Modern 
Stage Services, added, “Since this is a permanent 
installation, we needed a high brightness, high 

Live
Web

casts
Live Tours

Virtual Showroom Business Matching

Virtual Event



Live
Web

casts
Live Tours

Virtual Showroom Business Matching

Virtual Event

https://www.ledchina.com
https://www.ledchina.com/en/virtual-led-china/?utm_source=international&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=led2021sz
http://www.Ent-Design.com
mailto:info-trust.cn@informa.com
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performance and dependable projection system 
that’s rugged and able to provide years of reliable 
and virtually maintenance-free operation. Christie’s 
Crimson Series laser projectors immediately come 
to mind since they meet the requirements and have 
an excellent track record in India. In our opinion, 
the Crimson Series is best-suited to deliver the 
visuals for this major outdoor spectacle.”

The Crimson Series was ultimately chosen as 
the client was highly impressed with Christie’s 
3DLP projection systems, which consistently 
offers better light efficiency and colour control in 
comparison to any other projection technology. 
For the inauguration, the eight Crimson Series 
projectors were fitted on scaffolds erected 
directly across Victoria Memorial to deliver 
optimal visuals. The long-term plan is to house 
all projectors in outdoor enclosures to protect 
them from inclement weather.

Michael Bosworth, Executive Vice President, 
Enterprise, Christie, commented, “We are 
delighted that the Christie Crimson Series has 
been chosen to illuminate Victoria Memorial for 
this impressive light and sound show that honors 

one of India’s most beloved national heroes. 
My heartiest congratulations to Himanshu and 
Davinder’s highly proficient teams for completing 
a remarkable installation in less than five days 
and yet deliver a highly engaging spectacle that 
the whole of India can be proud of.”

The show is widely considered to be an amazing 
achievement, having been put together under 
five days.

Designed with both fixed and live events 
stagers in mind, the Christie Crimson Series 
is built-tough and is easy to ship, handle and 
install thanks to its compact form factor, quiet 
operation and 360-degree orientation. With its 
long-lasting brightness (20,000 hours of long life 
light), rock-solid reliability, TruLife Electronics, 
and BoldColor Technology, the Crimson Series 
combines the best in solid-state illumination 
with the brightness and colour that’s ideal for 
use in large venues, live events and high-usage 
environments. 

www.christiedigital.com

https://www.christiedigital.com/
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DISCOVER NEW PARADIGM SEE FULL PROGRAM REGISTER NOW

InfoComm Southeast Asia introduces an all-new 2021 Program comprising of multiple online 
engagement events, GoVIRTUAL leading up the the 3-day dual-platform Hybrid Xperience in 
October.

Join us on 10 March for the first InfoComm Southeast Asia GoVIRTUAL in 2021 to discover all 
InfoComm Southeast Asia 2021 exhibitors, meet featured exhibitors at their live booths to learn 
about the latest Pro-AV technologies and solutions they have to offer, gain strategic insights 
and practical know-hows from top industry experts, and connect and collaborate with the right 
industry partners.

No matter where you are, with InfoComm Southeast Asia GoVIRTUAL, you can now benefit from 
the best of both the physical and virtual worlds that features a seamless fusion of in-person, 
tradeshow physical interaction with AI powered virtual engagement.

2021
Program

GoVIRTUAL
10 Mar

GoVIRTUAL
20 May

GoVIRTUAL
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Hybrid Xperience
20-22 Oct

UPCOMING
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9AM - 4PM THT

10AM - 5PM SGT / PHT

SCAN TO REGISTER
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Arthur Holm Solutions Feature at the Conference Room of the Prince Mohammad 
Bin Fahd University

SAUDI ARABIA: Saudi Arabia is a country firmly 
committed to high-quality education. It has built 
world-class universities that offer the finest education 
in engineering, computer science, business 
management, among other subjects. Higher 
education in Saudi Arabia is highly regarded and 
universities offer world-class degree programmes, 
with impressive facilities, professors and curriculum. 
University campuses are fast becoming true cities, 
attracting international academic staff, and with the 
aim to be among the best in the world in the near 
future.

The private Prince Mohammad Bin Fahd University 
is in Al Khobar and was built by private Saudi 
investors (under the direction of His Highness Prince 
Mohammad Bin Fahd Abdulaziz).

The system integrator ENPRO was able to capture 
perfectly all requirements, by combining different 
Arthur Holm solutions in a large oval wooden table 
featuring a stylish beige leather interior band. The 
main speaker has a Dynamic3 monitor, complete 
with an integrated retractable cable that allows 
the connection of portable devices, keyboard and 
mouse. The Dynamic3 can be used both vertically 

and horizontally, while maintaining a perfect flushed 
fit to the table’s surface. The speaker is flanked by 
two additional Dynamic3s to assist the user during 
presentations. All other participants have DB2 
monitors, also fitted with motorised retractable HDMI 
cables. DB2 monitors are unique in their field and 
only take 2 cm width of the table surface; extremely 
discreet and elegant, they blend with the furniture 
design as much as possible. Courtesy Boxes 
conceal tissues and water bottles, offering comfort 
to the participants, and the customised DynamicTalk 
includes voting and ID card reader.
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In addition, at the side of the room close to the 
conference table, are armchairs equipped with 
DynamicChairDisplay, the only motorised retractable 
monitor on the market that can be integrated into 
armrests. This allows those seated in the armchairs 
the comfort to view the multimedia content of the 
meeting.

The adjustment and configuration of all Arthur Holm’s 
motorised systems are easily achieved via the AHlink 
app. The AHlink app can be downloaded free on 
iOS and Android devices. The integrator is able to 
configure basic parameters when installing Arthur 
Holm’s products, and also offers additional advanced 
functions to make installation easier and faster. The 
app automatically detects available equipment and 
offers product-specific functionalities. AHlink makes it 
possible to obtain serial numbers, adjust the systems 

to the microphone length, and set the mute function 
or define the LED colour indicators (in the case of 
DynamicTalk), check the internal motion sensors, 
display AHnet commands and IP address, access 
the configuration parameters to change speeds and 
safeguards, and run the auto-tuning function.

AHlink delivers comfort and convenience to the 
mobile world, allowing to reduce costs and working 
hours to concentrate on what really matters: to create 
inspiring spaces where ideas flow and productivity 
and efficiency are enhanced.

The Arthur Holm solutions were supplied by 
distributor Venuetech. 

www.arthurholm.com
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www.infiled.com

http://www.arthurholm.com
https://www.infiled.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/infiled
https://www.facebook.com/InfiledHQ
https://twitter.com/infiledcom
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Genelec Brings Sound Quality and Sustainability to the Embassy of Finland in Tokyo

JAPAN: The Finnish Embassy in Japan is located 
in the chic, cosmopolitan district of Azabu in Tokyo. 
The area has a distinctly global feel, due in part to 
the large number of foreign embassies that have 
chosen to make Azabu their home. The Finnish 
Embassy has recently renovated part of its buildings 
to bring them up to the modern standards that are 
representative of the best that Finland has to offer. A 
Genelec Smart IP loudspeaker solution was installed 
as part of the project, to ensure that the technology 
matched the exacting standards of the rest of the 
renovation.  

Mikke Kinnari, Vice Consul and 3rd Secretary of 
Administrative Affairs at the Embassy, was in charge 
of the renovation project. “We wanted the best 
possible experience for our guests, ideally using 
Finnish products,” he explains. “Having studied 
several options from a variety of suppliers, we 
decided that the Genelec Smart IP solution, with its 
easy, single-cable installation and extremely high-
quality audio, offered the best possible solution for 
our requirements.”  

The buildings of the Finnish Embassy – like many in 
Japan – are constructed with very thick reinforced 

Lounge area at the Finnish Embassy in Tokyo, featuring Genelec Smart IP loudspeakers

concrete in order to withstand the earthquakes 
that are common in the region. Kinnari reveals that 
the impracticability of drilling any more holes than 
necessary in order to run cables was a major factor 
in the decision to adopt a Smart IP solution, which 
delivers audio, power and loudspeaker management 
over a single CAT cable. However, he points out that 
this wasn’t the only criteria:  

“The physical elegance of the solution was also 
important because we have a lot of very high-level 
visitors here – we have received the Imperial family 
of Japan, the President of Finland, and many other 
ministerial and high level visits. The elegance of the 
room, with beautiful Finnish furnishings that project 
the image of Finland, was important. The Genelec 
speakers are very aesthetic in their own right, and the 
fact that we could totally hide the cabling contributes 
to the high class feel of the space.”  

The Embassy appointed AV integration specialists 
Astro Serve Ltd., who installed a total of nine 
Genelec 4430 and two of the smaller 4420 Smart 
IP loudspeakers across four separate zones in the 
newly renovated guest facility: the entrance, the 
conference room, the dining room and an informal 
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lounge area. Astro Serve’s Michinari Sato notes 
that the Smart IP concept facilitated a “clean” 
installation with no compromise on quality. “We were 
specifically requested to make the installation as 
neat as possible with no visible cables anywhere. 
Normally, you need a power supply to set up an 
active speaker, but the Smart IP concept delivers 
power over Ethernet (PoE), and so only one LAN 
cable is required. This made it much easier to deliver 
impeccable results. We were able to precisely tailor 
the audio response to each room via the Dante 
network using Genelec’s Smart IP Manager software, 
which is a big advantage. Finally, an IP networked 
solution enables us to easily manage and reproduce 
high-quality audio across a number of locations 
seamlessly. Control is managed via a Crestron touch 
panel controller that non-technical staff or guests can 
easily handle. Alternatively, they can select content 
from their own devices connected to the network, or 
mirrored from the PC.”  

Sustainability was another important factor in 
the decision-making process. Pekka Orpana, 
Finnish Ambassador to Japan, relates, “In Finland, 
sustainability is important to us. Genelec’s speakers 
are made of 95% recycled aluminum and produced 
with renewable energy, making them an obvious 
choice for our renovation. Not only are they produced 

in a sustainable way, but they are very long-lasting 
and can be easily calibrated to any space again 
and again if we decide in the future that we’d like to 
use them elsewhere. Finally, they are very beautiful. 
Finnish design is well known and appreciated in 
Japan. The grace and natural look of these speakers 
fits tremendously well with each room.”  

However, whilst design is important, Orpana 
emphasizes that the most important element is the 
sound. “The Smart IP solution has made it possible to 
have perfect sound quality,” he says. “When I heard 
them for the first time, it felt as though we had a live 
pianist in the room. The sound is really clear and 
natural.”  

Kinnari agrees: “We now have at the Embassy a 
fantastic loudspeaker system that brings all our 
events to a level of quality that we have never had 
before. This includes the webinars, teleconferences 
and virtual events that have become so essential 
during the pandemic – from an audio perspective, 
it really feels as though the person speaking is right 
there in the room with you. It was perfect timing for 
us to invest in a Genelec system, and we’re proud to 
represent the essence of Finland to our guests.”  

www.genelec.com

Conference room at the Finnish Embassy in Tokyo, featuring Genelec Smart IP loudspeakers 

https://www.genelec.com/
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Axiom Pro Audio Installed at Qinghua University Biomedical Study Center

CHINA: Qinghua University is a well-known 
institution of higher learning in China. It is located 
in the beautiful Qinghua Park in the northwestern 
suburbs of Beijing. It is an important base for 
the training of high-level talents for scientific and 
technological research in China.
 
The Qinghua University Biomedical Study Center 
is located in the northwestern part of the campus. 
The school has multi-functional halls complemented 
with sound systems to meet the needs of academic 
seminars, training and medium and large 
conferences.

Adhering to the functional requirements put forward 
by the university, the design team worked out the 
configuration and conducted on-site tests of sound 
systems and finally chose AXIOM as the main sound 
reinforcement system.

The main sound reinforcement system uses two 
AX12C high-output column line array speakers 
installed on both sides of the large display screen. 
AX12C is a high-power passive column line array 
speaker, which suits perfectly the projects with high 
acoustic requirements. The appearance is also a 
perfect solution for sound reinforcement applications 
in fixed installations with strict visual requirements as 
well. 

AX12C is composed of 12 x 3.5” neodymium woofers 
arranged in a vertical array configuration, and each 
woofer is loaded on the front diffractive waveguide, 
to deliver a wide horizontal dispersion.

The cabinet shell is made of die-cast aluminium, and 
the post-loading waveguide transmission line design 
is formed through clever structural design, forming 
a natural heart-shaped sound field, so as to achieve 
clean and accurate mid-bass reproduction, and to 
a large extent reduce the excess of the back of the 
sound column low frequency feedback.

The main sound reinforcement system also uses 
two AX6C high-output column line array speakers 
installed on both sides of the multifunctional hall. The 
AX6C line array is a passive system, equipped with 
six 3.5” neodymium speaker units with waterproof 
woofers. Designed for mobile sound reinforcement 
and permanent installation applications that require 
high voice clarity. The aluminium frame structure 
ensures lightness and strength, and the shape uses 
the same acoustic transmission backloading line as 
in the AX12C. 

The AX6C column array module is an excellent 
solution for fixed installation, independent or multi-
column systems for front fill or angle installation of 
roof and wall, and for stage return solutions.

Axiom is officially distributed in China by the 
company Sanecore Audio, member of IAG Group.

Sanecore’s team carefully supervised both 
commercial and technical activities to bring a perfect 
solution for the Qinghua University requirements 
related to this project.

www.axiomproaudio.com

https://www.axiomproaudio.com/
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IN BRIEF
Audinate, developer of the industry-leading Dante 
AV networking technology, has announced the 
immediate availability of the Dante AVIO Bluetooth 
adapter. This revolutionary addition to the popular 
Dante AVIO family allows mobile devices and 
computers to wirelessly connect to any Dante 
audio network for playout or recording. The Dante 
AVIO family of adapters allow users to easily use 
non-networked audio equipment on a Dante audio 
network. Cost-effective, compact and rugged, Dante 
AVIO is available in 1- or 2-channel analogue input or 
output configurations as well as AES3/EBU, USB and 
now Bluetooth versions.

NEWS

New Flagship Tech Event for Asia in 2021 Unveiled 
– Asia Tech x Singapore (AtxSG). To be held 
from 13 – 16 July 2021 in a hybrid format, ATxSG 
will be hosted at the Marina Bay Sands and 
the Singapore Expo. The event comprises the 
ATxSummit – an invite-only conference hosted by 
IMDA, ConnecTechAsia – Informa Tech’s leading 
B2B trade show in Asia, and Elevating Founders 
Asia and accelerateHer Asia – highlighting the 
startup ecosystem and diversity in tech respectively. 
ATxSG will also feature a host of fringe events to be 
announced in due time.

asiatechxsg.com

@CreateLED CreateLED createled www.createled.com info@createled.com@CreateLEDInt
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B-Tech AV Mounts Strengthens ASEAN Team with the Appointment of Danny Ng. B-Tech AV Mounts, an 
industry-leading designer, manufacturer, and distributor of audio-visual mounting solutions, is delighted to 
announce its newest member joining the ASEAN team. Danny Ng has been appointed as Sales Manager 
for the South East Asia region. Based in Singapore, his duties will see him covering Singapore, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Brunei, Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Philippines, and Laos.  

www.audinate.com/dante-avio

www.btechavmounts.com

https://asiatechxsg.com
https://twitter.com/CreateLED
https://www.facebook.com/CreateLEDInt
https://www.linkedin.com/company/createled
https://www.instagram.com/createled_
http://www.createled.com
mailto:info@createled.com
https://www.audinate.com/products/devices/dante-avio
https://www.btechavmounts.com/
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LUVEL Gangdong Creates Unforgettable Wedding Memories with Pristine Audio 
from HARMAN Professional Solutions

SOUTH KOREA: To enhance the elegant 
atmosphere for weddings at LUVEL Gangdong 
with crystal-clear audio for speech and music, 
TechDataPS Co., Ltd. recently supplied the venue 
with an end-to-end HARMAN Professional Solutions 
audio system.

One of several venues owned by Apelgamo 
Wedding & Party, LUVEL Gangdong is an upscale 
wedding hall located on the 35th and 36th floors of 
East Central Tower in Seoul’s Gangdong district. 
Featuring design elements and décor reminiscent 
of French formal gardens, the venue’s wedding hall 
can accommodate 160 guests, while the reception 
hall can host up to 500. To create unforgettable 
experiences for the betrothed and their guests, 
LUVEL Gangdong required a high-quality yet user-
friendly audio system capable of providing powerful 
and clear sound reinforcement for speech and 
music. To achieve these goals, TechDataPS outfitted 
LUVEL Gangdong with an end-to-end HARMAN 
audio system consisting of JBL, Crown, Soundcraft, 
Lexicon, dbx, BSS and AKG solutions.

NEWS

According to TechData, their client placed a high 
value on sound quality and clarity, and requested a 
solution that could be integrated harmoniously with 
the interior of the wedding hall. Collaborating with an 
interior design company from start to finish, TechData 
had the loudspeakers custom-painted and installed 
mounting brackets separately to make the audio 
system blend in seamlessly with the interior.

To achieve clear, intelligible speech and music 
amplification, TechData PS deployed a variety of 
specialized JBL loudspeakers throughout the venue. 
JBL CBT 70J-1, CBT 70JE-1 and CBT 50LA-1 line 
array column loudspeakers provide main sound 
reinforcement with precise directivity and focused 
coverage. JBL Control 25AV, Control 25AV-WH and 
Control 23-1 background/foreground loudspeakers 
supply additional coverage throughout the venue, 
while JBL 305P MKII studio monitors and AKG K612 
PRO headphones give staff an accurate reference for 
mixing.

TechData selected Crown CDi 4000, CDi 1000, CDi 
DriveCore 4|300 and XLi800 amplifiers to power the 
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speakers, along with a dbx DriveRack VENU360 
loudspeaker management system for sound 
enhancement, feedback suppression and mobile 
control. Soundcraft Si Expression 2, EPM8 and EPM6 
mixing consoles offer powerful mixing capabilities 
with intuitive operation and flexibility for events of 
any size. TechData supplemented the system with a 
Lexicon MX400XL effects processor for enhancing 
musical performances.

To capture high-quality audio for voices and 
instruments alike, TechData supplied LUVEL 
Gangdong with an assortment of specialized AKG 
microphones. The AKG CGN521 STS professional 
tabletop microphone set ensures ultra-clear sound 
for main speakers such as masters of ceremonies 
and wedding officiants, and features a versatile 
switch for push-to-talk or push-to-mute operation. 
AKG P5 S dynamic vocal microphones deliver 
high intelligibility for speech and singing, with a 
convenient on/off switch to avoid extraneous noise 
when not in use. AKG C516 ML miniature instrument 
microphones capture acoustic instruments with clear 
and full sound, thanks to a focused cardioid pickup 
pattern, flexible shockmount with integrated clip, 
and a rugged gooseneck for accurate positioning.

TechData also supplied the venue with BSS AR-
133 active DI boxes for interfacing with keyboards, 
guitars and other electric instruments. 

LUVEL Gangdong staff reported being impressed by 
TechData at the Korea International Broadcasting, 
Media, Audio & Lighting Show (KOBA), and were 
satisfied with their design proposals for the venue. 
They went on to say that they were pleased to learn 
that HARMAN’s wide variety of products could be 
customized for their unique application.

“LUVEL Gangdong is a unique space that has been 
carefully planned to provide an exceptional wedding 
and guest experience,” said Ramesh Jayaraman, VP 
& GM, HARMAN Professional Solutions, APAC. “We 
would like to thank our partner TechDataPS for their 
partnership and deep understanding of their clients’ 
needs to deliver remarkable wedding experiences.”

pro.harman.com

http://pro.harman.com/
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PK SOUND Re-Ignites the Party at China’s I’M HAN Nightclub

CHINA: Since re-opening its doors partway 
through 2020, the opulent new I’M HAN Night 
Station in Wuhan, China, has been making 
international headlines thanks to more than just its 
lavish appointments and unparalleled production 
technologies package. In fact, when the upscale 
nightspot welcomed much-hyped DJ crew Pink 
Panda to its stage in July, it marked the first time an 
international artist had performed in the city since the 
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic – and it was a PK 
SOUND Trinity system from Chinese distributor Polar 
Audio driving the high-energy party.
 
“Our vision with I’M HAN Night Station was to spare 
no expense and deliver the finest nightlife experience 
you’ll find anywhere in the world,” comments Kane 
Lin of Singapore’s Dyson Kane Group, which 
oversees the club. “The audiovisual elements are 
obviously a significant part of that, and PK SOUND 
has a global reputation for technological innovation 
and powerful, high-impact audio reproduction. It’s 
the go-to system for many of the world’s top artists 
and DJs, and that’s the level of talent we’re proud to 
feature at I’M HAN, so the choice was clear.”
 

First opened in late 2019, I’M HAN represents an 
$18.5 million US investment and boasts a lush 10,000 
sq. m. (107,000 sq. ft.) of space, including the Main 
Party Hall, four smaller themed halls, and over 30 
Party K karaoke suites.
 
The expansive audio system in the Main Hall is 
anchored by PK SOUND’s T10 Install line source 
element, which packs the tour-proven performance of 
the company’s robotically controlled Trinity family into 
sleek, architecturally focused enclosures. The main 
left-right arrays flanking the stage comprise seven 
T10 Installs per side, with two smaller arrays of three 
T10 Installs each serving as delays midway through 
the hall.

 “We’ve been very successful putting Trinity 
systems into some of the top nightspots throughout 
China thanks to PK SOUND’s global reputation for 
delivering clean, clear, and incredibly powerful audio 
reproduction,” comments Polar Audio’s Hawking 
Yuan. “The guest experience at I’M HAN is second-
to-none, from the décor and the lighting, laser, and 
video systems through to world-class sound. They 
demanded the best across the board, and that’s why 
they opted for PK SOUND.”
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 Low-end reinforcement for the main stage comes 
via five Gravity 218 subwoofers, with an additional 
24 CX800 subs strewn throughout the hall beneath 
cocktail and VIP tables. Rounding out the system are 
eight CX215 two-way enclosures and a complement 
of compact Klarity point-source loudspeakers and 
subs deployed as fills throughout the adjacent 
spaces.
 
A team from Polar Audio handled the system design 
and installation, with onsite assistance from Rory 
Stewart, PK SOUND’s Application Engineer, who 
travelled from the company’s headquarters in 
Calgary, Canada to oversee the project.
 
In addition to Pink Panda, I’M HAN’s main stage 
has hosted major international touring artists like 
Carl Nunes, Aryue, and several others, as well as 
prestigious awards galas and more in the months 
since its triumphant reopening.
 
“We’re very proud of the work our partners at Polar 
Audio have put in to grow PK SOUND’s profile 
throughout China, and I’M HAN Night Station 
represents the pinnacle of their efforts so far,” says 
Trevor Grenier, PK SOUND’s Senior Accounts 
Manager. “We’re looking forward to the word 

about I’M HAN’s cutting-edge audiovisual systems 
spreading far and wide, and helping other clubs 
in China and beyond to deliver a premium guest 
experience powered by PK.”

Photos courtesy of I'M HAN / Polar Audio.

www.pksound.ca

https://www.pksound.ca/
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Canton Tower Upgrades to grandMA3

CHINA: Canton Tower, formerly known as 
Guangzhou TV and Sightseeing Tower, is a 
604-meter observation tower in Guangzhou, China 
and now the second tallest tower in the country and 
the fourth-tallest free-standing structure in the world. 
It was topped-out in 2009 and became operational 
in 2010 for the Asian Games. The tower briefly held 
the title of ‘tallest completed tower’ in the world, 
replacing the CN Tower before being surpassed 
by Tokyo Sky Tree in 2011. It reined as the tallest 
structure in China prior to the topping out of the 
Shanghai Tower in 2013.

ACE – Advanced Communication Equipment Co 
Ltd., MA Lighting’s exclusive distributor in China, 
has just installed 1 x grandMA3 light, 1 x grandMA3 
replay unit, 6 x grandMA3 processing units and 16 
x grandMA3 8Port Nodes, all running grandMA3 
software to run the tower’s architectural lighting, 
which was previously controlled by a grandMA2 
system.

One challenge was the tower’s height. Achieving 
smooth lighting in real-time and stability were key to 
the project. The main body of the Canton Tower is 
454 meters high, so the network system had to deal 
with these distances. 

“The grandMA3 
light and grandMA3 
replay-unit are 
used as master and 
backup. The console 
and the network 
cabinet realize the 
long-distance signal 
transmission via the 
network with the 
nodes set up on the 
tower body – on floor 
7F, 16F, 29F, 33F, 
65F, 74F, 110F– to 
send DMX signals 
to the luminaires,” 
explained Long 
Zhiyong, Technology 
Manager from ACE’s 

Guangzhou Lighting Department. “The grandMA3 
system is trustworthy, and the stability of the system 
plus the convenience of programming made our work 
more efficient and straightforward.”

Lux Li, in charge of marketing at ACE’s lighting 
department, added, “A grandMA2 system was 
chosen when the Canton Tower was built, and after 
10 years of great service this was upgraded with 
MA lighting’s latest products. This is an affirmation 
of everyone’s great trust in the MA system as well 
as our technology, services and commitment to 
providing the best solutions.”

Photo: © Huang Chongzhi, Lux Li.

www.malighting.com

http://www.malighting.com/
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Christie Digital Pandoras Box Version 8

When you create a show, the last thing you need 
is the limitations of software licenses. With the new 
Christie Pandoras Box Version 8 Software License, 
it’s goodbye limits and hello creativity! Bring it 
together with the new Pandoras Box Server and 
other Christie solutions to deliver seamless, perfectly 
coordinated audio-visual solutions. 

Making the leap
After 5 successful years, the time for Christie to 
make the leap from the award-winning Pandoras Box 
Version 6 to Version 8 is here. More than a simple 
upgrade, Version 8 includes everything creatives 
love about Version 6 but with powerful new features 
and packaged in a budget-friendly platform.

As the first stand-alone Pandoras Box software 
solution under a single license, Version 8 drastically 
optimizes workflows and increases effectiveness 
through the native integration of NDI video-over-
IP and Dante network audio, which processes 
and sends video or audio signals over the entire 
installation. The new simplified software menu and 
server management saves you time and gives you a 
quick and easy overview for even complex projects. 
There are no limits to your creativity with the Notch 
system, which operates in real-time with Pandoras 
Box’s powerful render engine. 

You still get all the benefits you expect from Version 6 
like high frame rate 3D stereoscopic video playback, 

multi-user control, 64-bit processing, 10-bit color 
depth playback, and more. Version 8 takes it to the 
next level with content-ingestion functionality so 
you save time by batch-handling multiple folders of 
image sequences, particularly when you work with 
content-heavy shows.

Pure hardware power
The new Pandoras Box Server goes hand-in-hand 
with Version 8 and supports the software with pure 
hardware power. This new server still includes the 
same high-quality Pandoras Box hardware systems 
you love, with the addition of new components that 
result in the most powerful Pandoras Box media 
server to date. With up to 8 physical DisplayPort 
outputs and 4x4K60 uncompressed at 10-bit color 
depth, full system flexibility is possible through 
optional input and graphics cards, special effects, 
and timeline programming. You can also use 
Pandoras Box Widget Designer for remote control in 
real-time. 

Goodbye limits, hello creativity!
“We look forward to the creations our users will put 
together with Pandoras Box Version 8,” says Markus 
Zeppenfeld, product manager, Pandoras Box. “V8 
not only combines our previous software offerings 
into a single, affordable license but also offers 
valuable components that open up new creative 
possibilities.” 

www.christiedigital.com/pandoras-box

SPONSORED PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

https://www.christiedigital.com/products/media-servers-and-players/pandoras-box-software-license/overview?hmsr=SI%20Asia_PB8_web&hmpl=&hmcu=&hmkw=&hmci=
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Magewell Unveils New Universal Live Media Encoders

Magewell has launched its new Ultra Encode family 
of universal live media encoders. Supporting multiple 
encoding formats -- including H.264, H.265, and 
NDI|HX -- and a wide array of delivery protocols, 
the new hardware offers systems integrators, video 
professionals, and OEM partners a flexible and 
affordable encoding solution for applications ranging 
from live streaming and remote contribution to IP-
based production and AV-over-IP.

Ultra Encode features H.264 and H.265 (HEVC) video 
compression for live streaming delivery, letting users 
choose their preferred balance between broader 
viewing device compatibility and higher quality/
bitrate efficiency. The new encoder also supports 
a flexible range of streaming protocols including 
RTMP, RTMPS, RTSP, RTP, HLS, and SRT (Secure 
Reliable Transport, developed and open-sourced 
by Haivision). Configurable presets enable easy 
streaming to YouTube Live, Facebook Live, Twitch, 
or custom targets, with select protocols allowing 
simultaneous streaming to multiple destinations using 
independent encoding parameters for each stream.

Combinations such as H.265 compression and the 
SRT protocol are ideal for remote production and 
contribution, enabling reliable and secure delivery 
of high-quality, bandwidth-efficient live streams even 
over unpredictable networks like the Internet.

For IP production workflows and AV-over-IP signal 
distribution architectures, Ultra Encode supports 

second-generation NDI|HX, the lower-
bitrate mode in NewTek’s popular NDI 
IP media transport technology. The 
bandwidth-friendliness of NDI|HX enables 
it to be transmitted wirelessly over Ultra 
Encode’s built-in Wi-Fi support, maximizing 
flexibility in on-site production and 
monitoring workflows. Ultra Encode units 
can be combined with Magewell’s multi-
format Pro Convert decoders for robust, 
end-to-end, live media transport in either 
NDI|HX or streaming formats.

Two initial Ultra Encode models -- the Ultra Encode 
HDMI and Ultra Encode SDI -- offer a choice of HDMI 
1.4a or 3G-SDI input and loop-through interfaces. 
Both models can encode and stream content up to 
1080p60 at bitrates up to 16Mbps, while the Ultra 
Encode HDMI also accepts 4K HDMI inputs, down-
converting them automatically to HD. Embedded 
audio is complemented by analog, line-level audio 
input and output connections. In addition to Wi-Fi, 
the encoder offers an RJ-45 Gigabit Ethernet port for 
wired networking.

Ultra Encode’s compact, camera-mountable metal 
chassis measures 4.2 inches (106.7mm) square with 
a height of one inch (25.4mm). The encoder can 
be configured and controlled through an intuitive, 
browser-based Web interface or programmatically 
via HTTP-based APIs, providing systems integrators 
with exceptional deployment flexibility and integration 
possibilities.

The Ultra Encode HDMI and Ultra Encode SDI are 
shipping now. 

www.magewell.com/ultra-encode 

http://www.magewell.com/ultra-encode
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Brompton Technology Unleashes Multiple New Features with Tessera V3.1 Software

LED processor manufacturer, Brompton Technology, 
has announced the release of its new Tessera V3.1 
software, providing users of Tessera SX40 and S8 
LED processors with a host of features including 
HFR+ and Frame Remapping that deliver key 
benefits for creatives working in virtual production 
and cinematography, as well as for markets such as 
sports broadcast, simulation and virtual reality.

Tessera’s High Frame Rate (HFR) function already 
gives the power to display the video content on an 
LED screen at up to 144 fps (frames per second). 
The latest Tessera update extends this with HFR+, 
allowing the Tessera SX40 and S8 to support up 
to a massive 250 fps. This gives smoother visuals 
in eSports and simulator applications using high-
framerate content, where the shortened duration 
of each video frame also brings the benefit of 
reduced motion blur. HFR+ also makes it possible to 
shoot slow motion visual effects with over-cranked 
cameras against LED screens and still retain perfect 
synchronisation between screen and camera.

Frame Rate 
Multiplication is 
another pre-existing 
feature in Tessera 
software which gives 
the ability to output 
each input frame 
multiple times to 
create a higher output 
framerate on the 
LED screen, and is a 
useful tool to ensure 
a camera will see 
a complete image 
every time its shutter 
opens.

This is augmented 
in Tessera V3.1 
with a new Frame 
Remapping feature 
that allows the user to 

interleave different areas of the video raster or solid 
colours in the output. At its most simple, this allows 
the output framerate to be doubled so that a black 
frame can be inserted between every frame of actual 
content – another useful technique for reducing 
motion blur. Any 24-bit RGB colour may be specified 
for each output frame, including black (for dark frame 
insertion), white (for supplemental lighting) or solid 
colours (such as green for visual effects).

Accompanying these video performance 
enhancements is a powerful new IP Control capability 
for tighter integration with third-party or custom 
control systems. All Brompton Tessera processors 
now support both HTTP and raw TCP, allowing both 
status monitoring and remote control of key screen 
parameters such as brightness or input source.

www.bromptontech.com

https://www.bromptontech.com/
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Bosch Extends Product Lineup with 
Dicentis Custom Flush Discussion 
Devices

Combining style to match the aesthetics of a 
meeting space with the familiar functionality of 
an industry standard, the Dicentis custom flush 
range can create an environment that encourages 
constructive dialogues. The sleek flush-mounted 
devices install seamlessly into the tabletop, which 
helps to ensure an uncluttered work area. With 
this new custom range, Bosch offers conference 
solutions perfectly adapted to the customer´s 
needs.

The user stays in control and can follow every 
nuance of the discussion via the intuitive 4.3” 
touchscreen display and local-language user 
interface. Device functionality can be enhanced 
by adding more Dicentis software modules: e.g. 
voting or language selection. The touch screen 
can fold flat against the device when not in use. 

An integrated Near Field Communication (NFC) 
card reader enables quick participant identification 
and voting – participants can even use an 
existing authorized NFC registration card. From 
parliaments to councils to boardrooms, solutions 
can be customized to suit the respective individual 
environment, with the choice of landscape or 
portrait models plus custom colours on request. 

www.boschsecurity.com/ip-based-conferencing

Lightware Launches the Taurus UCX 
Universal Switcher

Lighware’s Taurus UCX Universal Switcher is 
designed to tackle the common challenges of 
meeting rooms and collaboration environments. This 
unique connectivity platform allows users to share 
their content, switch hosts and control their meeting 
room easily and intuitively. Taurus UCX offers all 
the benefits of HDMI 2.0 and USB-C connectivity, 
with multi-layer signal management for simplified 
transmission of 4K video, audio, control signals and 
power. Users can easily connect their own device, 
use the video conference platform of their choice 
while also utilizing the peripherals of the meeting 
room, including the USB camera, audio system and 
screens.

The Taurus UCX allows users to utilize various video 
conference applications within the collaboration 
space from Cisco Webex to MS Teams to Zoom, and 
also makes it easy and intuitive for users to switch 
between these depending on the needs of their 
meetings. 

In addition users can take advantage of all the 
built-in assets of the room from the webcamera 
to microphones to speaker systems to screens. 
Easy host switching allows you to utilize all USB 
peripherals with the device and the multiple video 
conference platforms within the same room. You 
can also access and control room facilities such as 
lights and shades without the hassle of using multiple 
controlling platform, as the Taurus UCX allows you 
to get everything done simply via the native control 
panel or touchpad that is already used for the video 
conference system.

lightware.com/taurus-ucx

SOLUTIONS UPDATE

https://www.boschsecurity.com/xc/en/solutions/conference-solutions/ip-based-conferencing/
https://lightware.com/product-families/taurus-ucx
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RP Visual Solutions New Wallmate Universal In-Wall Mounts Solve for Non-
Compliant VESA Displays

rp Visual Solutions, 
a leader in custom 
architectural 
structures for 
visual displays, 
has announced 
that all Wallmate 
in-wall mounting 
systems will 
be equipped 
with a universal 
adapter plate that 

can accommodate almost any pattern of display 
mounting holes regardless if they conform to the 
VESA mounting standard or not. Many displays are 
no longer compliant because the mounting points are 
not always centered vertically. The adapter allows 
for tremendous horizontal and vertical offset flexibility 
to match hole patterns. Already installed Wallmate 
mounts can have the same flexibility for future display 
upgrades, by adding the Universal Adapter which 
will be available separately from the mount. 

The new Wallmate Universal Series is available 
in three configurations, the 16, 32 and 32Max for 

different display sizes and weights. The 32Max will 
securely mount displays up to 350 pounds (158 kg) 
while still allowing easy service access. Built out of 
11 gauge steel, metal bushings and metal bearings, 
the mounts are structurally robust and provide long 
term reliability. This also ensures that large interactive 
touch screens can be mounted rigidly without any 
wobble or bounce.

Wallmate solutions were already unique in the 
mounting marketplace; integrating the back box, 
display mount, and AV device mounting into a single 
SKU solution. The system is designed for clean 
installation of the display and additional peripherals 
such as video receivers, signage players, or UC 
interfaces, into a space that is one or two standard 
16” studs cavities wide. The design allows for faster 
installation time onsite, saving time and money. 
After all components are installed, Wallmate mounts 
protrude as low as 0.6” from the wall allowing for 
ADA compliance on displays up to 98”.   Future 
service is made easier by extending-arm features 
that allow easy access to all components without 
pinching cables. 

www.rpvisuals.com

Latest NAV Products Bring the Benefits of Fiber to 1G NAV Installations

Extron’s NAV E 511 and NAV SD 511 fiber Pro AV 
over IP encoder and scaling decoder transmit ultra-
low latency, visually lossless video, audio, USB, 
and Ethernet signals over standard 1 Gbps optical 
Ethernet. Using the Extron patented PURE3 codec, 
the NAV Series delivers groundbreaking performance 
with real-time, lossless video at resolutions up 
to 4K @ 60 Hz with 4:4:4 chroma sampling. NAV 
511 endpoints are fully compatible with NAV 1 
and 10 Gbps encoders and decoders, increasing 
the flexibility, range, and scalability for large 

deployments. Support for embedded 
digital HDMI and AES67 audio over IP 
facilitates flexible integration with DMP 
Plus DSPs or other IP-enabled audio 
components. Purpose-built to support 

demanding professional AV applications, the highly 
scalable and powerful NAV platform enables secure 
deployment of AV signals to thousands of endpoints. 
The Extron NAV Series is the only solution that offers 
1 and 10 Gbps encoders and decoders with full 
interoperability across both systems. 

www.extron.com/nave511

www.extron.com/navsd511

SOLUTIONS UPDATE

http://www.rpvisuals.com/
https://www.extron.com/product/nave511
https://www.extron.com/product/navsd511
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RGB Spectrum Introduces a New 4K Extender with Integrated USB Control

New WolfVision Cynap Core Pro

WolfVision, the worldwide manufacturer of presenta-
tion and collaboration technology solutions, announc-
es an important extension to its Cynap system port-
folio. The new Cynap Core Pro wireless presentation, 
web conferencing and collaboration system provides 
wireless screen mirroring capability, combined with 
built-in web conferencing, annotation, plus a range of 
other popular collaboration tools.

Comprehensive BYOD screen mirroring functionality 
provides wireless screen sharing for all iOS, Android, 
Windows, macOS, and Chrome OS devices onto a 
central shared display screen. Connection is quick 
and easy, and support for AirPlay, Chromecast, Mi-
racast and WolfVision’s own vSolution Cast mirroring 
protocols means that no additional software, apps or 
dongles are needed when sharing content on-screen 
from smartphones, tablets or laptops.

A suite of annotation tools enables intuitive mark-up 
of any open window, with the option to save the gen-
erated content if required. Other key features include 
support for Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and WebRTC-
based web meetings, plus a built-in media player 
which allows files to be displayed on-screen from 
network drives, cloud services, USB sticks, mobile 
devices or via the integrated Microsoft Office 365 
interface.

For classroom, meeting space or courtroom installa-
tions requiring additional connectivity options, Cynap 
Core Pro also includes an HDMI In port, which can 
be used for connecting an in-room PC, Visualizer 
or camera, etc. An optional lecture capture fea-
ture pack enables operation as a capture agent for 
Panopto, and other compatible video management 
platforms, and multiple Cynap Core Pro units can 
also be used as client devices as part of WolfVision’s 
vSolution MATRIX networked-AV multi-screen col-
laboration solution.

In common with other Cynap systems, the new model 
comes with 4K output resolution, up to 4 window on-
screen display, and free-of-charge firmware updates 
and remote management tools. Both customisable 
and prepared API modules are also available,
enabling easy room control system integration.

www.wolfvision.com

RGB Spectrum has announced a new model of 4K 
extender with integrated USB control. CAT-Linx 2 
Plus extenders transmit high-resolution signals up to 

100 meters using conventional CAT 6/7 cable. CAT-
Linx 2 Plus also provides transparent USB extension 
for KVM control of remote devices. State-of-the-art 
technology delivers visually lossless compression 
when transmitting a 4K 60Hz 4:4:4 signal.
For installation ease and convenience, CAT-Linx 
2 Plus extenders have integrated power to supply 
endpoints over the same CATx cable that carries the 
video and data signals. This eliminates the need for 
external power connections. A CAT-Linx 2 pair needs 
only one power supply connected to the transmitter 
to power both devices.

SOLUTIONS UPDATE

https://wolfvision.com/en
https://wolfvision.com/en
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CAT-Linx 2 Plus extenders support HDCP 2.2, HDR, and multi-channel audio. In addition to built-in KVM 
control of remote devices, the signal extenders can control display devices using IR pass-through and 
bidirectional RS-232 signal transmission.

In summary, CAT-Linx 2 Plus extenders are a high-performance, feature-rich, and cost-effective solution for 
4K 60Hz signal distribution with integrated KVM control of remote devices.

www.rgb.com

Aurora’s Low Power & Cost SDVoE 4K AV over IP Transceiver Box and Wall Plates

Aurora Multimedia has released the only encrypted 
4K60 4:4:4 10Gbps AV over IP transceiver box and 
wall plates, utilizing their Patent Pending IPBaseT 
technology based on the SDVoE platform. The IPX-
TC3A Series compliments the growing line of AV 
over IP products. Aurora is changing the topology 
of AV resolving all existing issues with reliability, 
serviceability, scalability, capability, and inventory.

The IPX-TC3A and IPX-TC3A Pro is the only 10Gbps 
SDVoE transceiver to have redundant fiber version 
and selectable copper fiber in a single unit. The new 
A version uses as little as 6 watts and is fanless. The 
newly designed enclosure is small and lightweight 
making it easy to mount just about anywhere. The 
box version now has a front OLED screen for IP 
Address, Unit ID, Status, and more. This makes 
servicing even easier.

 
Aurora provides an entire solution with its SDVoE wall 
plate. Available in white or black, the IPX-TC3A-WP3 
allows a complete in room experience that box only 
solutions cannot achieve.

Aurora’s latest combines a variety of IP technologies 
and features under one unified protocol using a 
simplified topology. Seamless switching, USB 2.0 
(480Mbps), Dante/AES67 8-channel (another Aurora 
first), 1Gbps Ethernet, and control are some of the 
core capabilities of IPBaseT. Advanced features 
include, windowing, videowall, seamless switching, 
all with perfect image quality.
 
The IPX-TC3A also supports the new ReAX IP Control 
engine option (IPE-REAX-1) base on Javascript. 
ReAX allows full IP control automation throughout the 
network without the need of an external proprietary 
control engine.
 
Powerful hardware needs powerful software to 
compliment. The IPBaseT Manager allows full set 
up and control of all functions. Key features are 
the EDID editor allowing for full manipulation of an 
EDID to create common denominators and Rapid 
Deployment Tool (RDT) which can fully configure a 
large system in minutes.
 
Utilizing the bandwidth of a standard 10Gbps copper 
or fiber, the IPBaseT IPX Series supports large 
scalable audio/video matrixing, and it does so while 
replacing multiple technologies and products with a 
"single-box" distributed platform.

www.auroramultimedia.com/ipx-series

SOLUTIONS UPDATE

https://www.rgb.com/
https://www.auroramultimedia.com/product-categories/ipx-series/
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The Rising Demand of Safer AV Technology 
Solutions in a Hybrid Work Environment

Since COVID-19 has upended our lives, employees 
around the world have settled into the new normal of 
mandatory remote working. Now as the number of 
COVID-19 cases are declining, offices are gradually 
opening in a phased manner with limited employees. 
During such unprecedented time, while organisations 
were forced to adopt digitalisation, technology 
became one of the most crucial elements for staying 
connected and it became impossible to imagine 
workspaces without it. A continuous development 
towards digitisation has become imperative for 
businesses to stay relevant. This year, technology 
will further play an integral role in modernizing 
workplaces and work collaboration, even in the post 
COVID-19 world.  

Moreover, now that employers are currently focusing 
on developing plans for returning to offices whilst 

following hygiene and social distancing, the 
unified communication solutions will now seep 
into every aspect of work. The most economical 
way to rapidly transform a room into a dynamic yet 
safe collaboration space is to bring audio-visual 
technology into it.

Thanks to the pace of innovation for collaboration 
and unified communications technologies, IT teams 
are now able to deliver consistent, simple and high-
quality experiences with voice, and video. The power 
and breadth of these innovations are important 
factors in enabling workplace transformation. 
Organizations are now able to deliver the tools, 
technologies and cultural environment to support 
an increasingly mobile and tech-savvy workforce, 
one that is also team oriented and geographically 
diverse. The ways of working and workplaces have 
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changed drastically ever since the emergence of this 
pandemic. Over the last few years, the industry is 
witnessing the emergence of impressive new devices 
that are answering to the demands of these modern 
collaborative workplaces.

By investing in cutting edge technology, 
organisations can ensure maximum safety and 
explore sea of opportunities that lies ahead without 
having to be troubled about any future crisis.  
Currently, the demand for safer technology is 
high as there are many exciting trends to see. For 
example, ceiling microphones such as Sennheiser 
TeamConnect Ceiling 2 offer hygiene benefits. Now, 
TeamConnect Ceiling 2 comes with a firmware 
update to enhance the voice amplification system, 
that is TruVoiceLift which ensures clear audible in-
room audio for boardrooms, classrooms and lecture 
halls. Depending on the size and configuration 
of the room, additional TeamConnect Ceiling 2 
microphones can be installed as audience mics, thus 
creating a completely touchless microphone solution 
that reduces potential hygiene risks.

Certain touchless technologies are now making 
workplaces even safer. Case in point, the use 
of voice assistant technology is set to surge in 
workplaces. According to a report, search is going to 
move towards the voice search for at least 50% of the 

Photo by Hitesh Choudhary on Unsplash

searches online. Additionally, we 
can also see the emergence of 
audio software that recognises 
acoustic scenes and delivers 
a responsive audio solution, 
thanks to machine intelligence 
and deep learning techniques. 
We’ll soon be seeing 
technologies that will clearly 
optimize speech intelligibility 
in noise to allow employees to 
adjust and customize sounds 
to their preference and ensure 
messages are clear, thereby 
improving overall business 
productivity. Additionally, 
companies are making massive 

strides in augmented reality, virtual reality, Artificial 
Intelligence, etc. These innovations are going to grow 
even bigger in the future which will radically change 
the way people communicate at workplaces. 

By investing in cutting edge technology, 
organisations would ensure maximum safety and 
explore sea of opportunities that lies ahead without 
having to be troubled about any future crisis. It 
will further empower employees to keep up, face 
challenges, and bounce back stronger from the 
effects of COVID-19. 

Today’s evolving technologies present opportunities 
to support organisations in creating a safer touchless 
environment as employers now have a responsibility 
to look at the entire workplace to ensure the safest 
and the best working environment. With wireless AV 
technologies in place, we are confident that such 
technologies can go a long way in reducing the 
COVID-19 severity while ensuring a safe zone for 
employees. 

www.sennheiser.com

https://unsplash.com/@hiteshchoudhary?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/
https://en-sg.sennheiser.com/
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Understanding the Needs of Houses of Worship Now 
and Post COVID-19

SI Asia had a chat 
with Ed Qualls, CEO 
and founder of Just 
Add Power about 
understanding the 
needs of Houses of 
Worship, especially 
during these current 
times. Ed has been 
involved with Houses 
of Worship (HOW) 
facilities in one way 
or another for most 

of his life. He has experienced HOW technology 
implementation as a volunteer, a donor, a worship 
leader, a consultant, and an installer. This has given 
Ed plenty of opportunity to witness what works and 
doesn't work for this special segment of the AV 
marketplace.  

What did you observe when COVID restrictions 
required Houses of Worship to begin streaming 
services?

The services conducted in Houses of Worship are 
typically very interactive. The biggest challenge that 
HOW leadership faced was creating a streaming 
event that captured that interactivity. Previously, even 
churches that had televised or streamed services 
still had people in the auditorium or sanctuary during 
those broadcasts to provide that congregational 
experience.  

The facilities that already had AV-over-IP system 
technology installed and individuals who were 
familiar with using that technology were the ones 
that were able to pivot the fastest to the new format. 
A good AV-over-IP system allowed these facilities to 
take the audio and video they had been streaming to 
local screens and direct it to their streaming device. 
The worship and technical teams had experience 
designing the flow of the service and managing the 
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switching of sources. The musicians and speakers 
were used to having cameras trained on them and 
had developed a style that was as engaging over 
broadcast as it was in person.

The existing setup of the sound system was also a 
key to quickly moving online. Sound systems that 
relied on a direct feed to external speakers and 
weren’t integrated with the AV system put facilities 
at a disadvantage when the sound needed to be 
captured and integrated with the video side of the 
live action. 

What if any lessons do Houses of Worship need 
to take from the Coronavirus experience and to be 
prepared for such future situations?

Many people avoided televised or streamed worship 
in the past because of the feel of disconnect from 
what was going on in the physical facility. During the 
pandemic, the HOWs that have done the best are the 
ones who have been able to overcome the challenge 
of creating an interactive livestream experience, 
continuing to engage their members, and even 
attracting new ones. Their systems allowed them to 
combine camera feeds, computer graphics, pre-
recorded video, and other inputs. 

Just as we’ve seen with remote work, the transition 
to remote worship has been accelerated by this 
experience. There are many worshippers who will 
return to in-person worship. There are also many 
who will choose to continue worshipping remotely. 
HOWs that can present a hybrid model of in-person 
and live streamed worship will engage both types of 
worshipper. 

To be prepared for the future, HOW leadership 
should listen to their members, and, more 
importantly, their non-members. People had been 
asking for a meaningful online worship experience 
for many years before COVID made them necessary. 
HOWs that invest in technology to meet emerging 
needs will be best prepared for disruptions. This 
doesn’t necessarily mean always buying the latest 
trendy item, but it does mean investing in a rich 
feature set rather than a bare bones system and 
looking for maximum integration.

What might change in requirements for Houses of 
Worship in terms of AV and why?

One large change is around traditional worship. 
While many HOWs invested in technology for 
contemporary worship experiences, they were much 
less likely to do so for traditional styles of worship. 
While technology can feel as though it doesn’t fit 
with a traditional worship style, when the pandemic 
occurred it became clear that the needs for those 
services were similar to the ones for contemporary 
style worship.

In any style, the integration of audio and video are 
vital to a good worship experience. HOW leadership 
should look for AV over IP products that support 
integration with Dante or have audio out functions to 
ensure that the audio experience is as high quality as 
the video experience when it reaches the streaming 
device.

What are some of the considerations to keep in 
mind when engaging HOW decision makers?

It’s particularly important to approach the HOW 
marketplace with its values and priorities in mind.  
All the funding for a HOW comes from donors, who 
continue to feel that the money they have given still 
belongs to them. They want to see it used for a good 
purpose and to purchase items with clear value. If it 
is not, they either leave the community or refuse to 
donate further.

This puts the decision maker in the role of being a 
good steward of that money. They must make AV 
system choices where the community/congregation 
approves of the quality of the system, the price of the 
system, and the longevity of the system. 

How can an integrator work with a HOW customer 
to reliably make those system choices?

When it comes to designing a system for HOW, 
it's safe to assume that there will be extensive 
community feedback on the quality of the system, 
that there will be a somewhat limited budget, and that 
there will be an expectation for components to last a 
long time. 
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To ensure that the quality of the system is high, 
choose products that offer application-suitable 
performance made by a reliable manufacturer with 
strong technical support.  Keep in mind that one 
aspect of quality is ease of use.  In many cases you 
will find the system will be operated by a revolving 
door of volunteers who may not have any prior 
experience managing AV systems.

Making the most of a limited budget means 
choosing products that deliver true value.  This 
will likely call upon the system integrator to help 
customers understand that the lowest priced items 
are not necessary the best ones to purchase.  A 
good value choice will balance price, features and 
quality, providing a better overall experience for 
the experience leaders, the technical team, and the 
community.

The system designed and proposed to HOW 
customers should not only include products with 
a good warranty, but it should also be something 
that can be supported and expanded long past 
the warranty expiration date. This means choosing 
systems and suppliers that have demonstrated a 
track record of product longevity and support, as 
well as integration of newer products with previous 
product lines. 

This stewardship approach benefits the customer, 
and at the same time plants future business seeds 
for the integrator.

What are some of the pitfalls to be avoided when 
working with HOW customers?

Communication can be difficult when integrators 
who are used to working with business customers 
begin working with HOW customers. There is a 
unique vernacular and jargon used in worship 
settings, and integrators will be able to eliminate 
misunderstandings by learning and using those 
language tools when working with their customers. 
Understanding what their customers are really saying 
will allow them to effectively identify their needs. 

Integrators also need to be aware of common 
HOW leadership tendencies caused by working 
in a financially limited staffing structure. Most 
religious communities do not hire enough staff to 
handle all the work of the community because of 
financial constraints, and many of the individuals 
working within the HOW will be volunteers. Lack 
of communication between work areas, reactive 
problem-solving vs. proactive problem-solving, and 
facilities coordination issues during the project install 
can all impact integrators negatively if the project 
plan has not taken these potential challenges into 
account.

Project timelines can also present a challenge, as a 
reactive orientation to problems can mean last minute 
attempts to solve them. When a religious holiday is 
coming up, it’s not unusual for HOW leadership to 
over-extend their worship teams by trying to get that 
brand new AV system up and running for the big day.  
The integrator ideally will be advising their customer 
on the wisdom of having reasonable timelines for 
installation, training, and practice.

Any other advice for integrators working in the 
HOW market in Asia?

Because the marketplace in Asia is so extensive, 
integrators are likely to encounter a wide variety of 
faith experiences and traditions. Most likely each 
of these will have unique perspectives and desires 
with regards to the role of technology in their 
worship experience or religious observation. A highly 
qualified integrator will want to spend some time 
understanding this aspect of their marketplace. This 
will give them an advantage over vendors offering a 
"one size fits all" solution.

justaddpower.com

http://justaddpower.com/


http://www.palmexpo.in
http://www.av-icnx.com
http://www.av-icnx.com
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Preparing Audio for Hybrid Worship Environments
By Dudley McLaughlin, National Sales Manager at Renkus-Heinz

There are reasons 
to be optimistic 
about AV systems 
integrations in 
2021. The world 
is currently seeing 
the rollout of 
vaccines to help 
combat the global 
pandemic that has 
kept us largely 
sequestered to 
our homes for the 

past year. At some point we will be able to return 
to the physical spaces that are important to us: 
restaurants, museums, theaters, schools, work, and 
houses of worship. People will be highly motivated 
to experience a sense of normalcy again through 
human interaction and cultural touchpoints.

This motivation will be especially true in the house 
of worship market. Worship spaces were among the 
most innovative industries in 2020. Worship teams 
found ways to add live video to their facilities swiftly 
and offer remote participation in services anywhere 
in the world. That pivot to online offerings has served 
as an excellent example of AV technologies enabling 
a continuing connection with others during a very 
challenging time. 

That said, when people begin returning to in-person 
service in more significant numbers, it is likely the 
newly adopted streaming video technologies will 
remain. The value of the streaming video asset is 
obvious, and the long-term upkeep of it is minimal.

Considering Upcoming Challenges
This return, however, has the potential to create 
an unexpected issue with the AV workflow. When 
on-premises audio is powered back on, it may 
be discovered that the on-video sound quality is 
degraded. 

This quality issue is a result of traditionally distributed 
audio systems reflecting sound off of reverberant 
surfaces. Houses of worship tend to be environments 
where many surfaces – from pews to stained glass 
windows – alter sound for the worst. The result of an 
improperly tuned system is that in-person sound is 
less intelligible – although perhaps not to the point 
that is unlistenable. However, add a streaming video 
element to the AV workflow and suddenly you have 
a nearly undecipherable audio mix as microphones 
pick up this sound pollution.

The solution here is not to abandon the video. It is to 
upgrade the audio – for both those in attendance in-
person and virtually. 

Let’s take a look at how one church in the United 
States achieved this.

An Example From Tulsa
Faith United Methodist Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma 
began hybrid services in late 2020, allowing 
a few in-person worshipers to join them at the 
church while they continued their video stream. 
But they discovered that with the on-site sound 
system running, the audio on the stream became 
increasingly unintelligible.

“The sound system we had was spraying sound all 
around the sanctuary,” said Mark Eldridge, Director 
of Tech Ministries at Faith United Methodist Church. 
“Sure, it was hitting all the people, but it was hitting 
all the walls as well. That’s been a challenge with 
the on-site sound for some time. It wasn’t always 
the most intelligible sound. But then, with streaming 
video, you really can’t have that sound getting back 
to the mics because it really muddies up the mix.”

To repair the local sound – and, in turn, vastly 
improve the sound quality of the streaming video 
content – the church turned to digitally steerable 
solutions.
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Digitally Steerable Upgrades
Digitally steerable loudspeakers allow integrators to 
put sound where you want it most: on the audience. 
By precisely tuning the speakers with easy-to-
use software you keep sound from reflecting off 
surfaces and position it only where people will be in 
attendance.

This upgrade provides many benefits, including 
the impressive improvement of audio quality for live 
music and increased intelligibility of the spoken word. 
Further, it keeps audio from reflecting to microphones 
where it will be picked up on the video feed.

Diminutive form factors and solutions crafted for 
any sized room mean nearly all worship spaces can 
use the technology. Custom paint offerings allow 
the loudspeakers to blend into any space. Further, 
digitally steerable solutions allow you to install the 
loudspeaker nearly anywhere in the physical location 
– then digitally control the sound via software, 
placing it with precision.

The result is vastly improved audio, both in-person 
and on-video. According to Eldridge, the upgrade 
at Faith United Methodist Church was noticed 
immediately. 

“Everyone from the staff to the worshipers have 
noticed the drastic improvement in audio quality 

we got with (the new 
loudspeakers),” Eldridge 
said. “Worshipers who 
have been tuning in via 
live-stream are calling 
in words of praise as 
they’re finally getting 
an immersive service 
experience from their 
homes.”

Considering the Return
This is just one 
example of how we can 
successfully rise to the 
expectations people 
will have of AV in 2021. 

What other considerations might exist? Should we 
look at how to deliver sound and video to multiple 
rooms? Will we need to look at ways to enable live 
performance across distance? 

Repurposing rooms for new and different uses is 
extremely common right now – and it requires agility 
and innovation to make it happen. That said, the 
solutions for these challenges exist, but we must 
work together to make them effective for the end-
user.

This leads to two closing points. First, work 
collaboratively with your partners. For the systems 
integrator this means investing long term in your 
client’s success and finding manufacturers who are 
equally invested in yours. By working together, you 
can craft custom solutions that result in exciting new 
solutions.

Second, plan for the near-term and the long-term. 
Plan for hybrid use and for offerings that will work if 
100 percent in-person attendance returns. Likewise, 
consider solutions that work if we do eventually need 
to return to our homes temporarily. By offering these 
long-term, multiple scenario solutions we ensure end-
users are confidently prepared for whatever is ahead.

renkus-heinz.com

FEATURE : HOUSES OF WORSHIP

https://www.renkus-heinz.com/
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Ceiling Microphones: A  Boon in this COVID-19 Era?

Ceiling microphones in an education setting. Photo courtesy of Shure

Safety measures such as checking in and out of spaces, temperature checking and limits in number of 
participants and distance to be maintained have become part and parcel of the COVID-19 Era. One other 
aspect that is gaining much traction is to limit touching surfaces as much as possible. Though ceiling 
microphones have been around for a number of years, as Shure’s Eric Ong puts it, the inherent values of the 
technology is now being further appreciated.

SI Asia thanks Eric Ong, Sales Director, Southeast 
Asia, Shure and Tan Wenbin, Trade Marketing 
Executive (Professional Audio)Sennheiser 
Electronic Asia for participating in this article 
and providing us with further insight on ceiling 
microphones and their role especially in current 
times.

Ceiling microphones are the perfect solution for 
Covid-19 related safety issues. Your comments on 
this statement.

Eric: From our 
perspective at Shure, 
our MXA range of array 
microphones has been 
hugely popular for 
years, even before the 
pandemic, thanks to the 
freedom of movement 
that they offer to users 

while capturing audio with highest precision in any 
size room. Now, with COVID-19 safety concerns 
in mind, we have realized the inherent value of our 
technologies as it comes to their ability to offer a 
minimal touch solution that can also cater to social 
distancing requirements.

The low profile / low touch aspect of our ceiling and 
wall mounted microphones was originally geared 
around providing an out-of-sight and easy-to-use 
solution. Now that many people may be wary of 
returning to their workspaces and all the interactions 
that this will bring, both with people and devices, 
our array technology also represents a relatively 
quick way to help minimize people’s anxiety. The 
functionality of the Shure Microflex Advance line 
is even more valuable as end users look for more 
contact-free options for sound capture.

The adjustable audio coverage of Shure array 
microphones enables our users to adapt to new 
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Wenbin: This statement 
is true to a large 
extent. The Covid-19 
situation has forced 
many governments 
and organizations to 
adopt social distancing 
and work from home 
practices. With many 
employees working 
from home, we have 

observed a spike in work meetings which requires 
good quality audio to be captured and transmitted 
to remote participants. Meeting participants that 
are in the office boardroom still abide to social 
distancing rules, thus Sennheiser’s TeamConnect 
Ceiling 2 would be the perfect equipment to capture 
audio from participants in different areas without the 
need to move about the meeting room. The ceiling 
microphone’s coverage also prevents employees 
from having to share any equipment, which reduces 
physical touchpoints and the risk of spreading the 
virus. Besides fulfilling the needs of the corporate 
sector, we believe that ceiling microphones are 
also a good solution for the education sector, where 
many classes and seminars are being conducted 
in a hybrid format, with some students participating 
physically in the lecture theatre and from home.

Has there been an uptake on inquiries related 
to ceiling microphones in general over the past 
10 months? Which segment are these inquiries 
from?

Wenbin: Yes, there has been an uptake on ceiling 
microphone inquiries, from a variety of segments but 
the bulk has been from corporate and education. The 
common theme among these inquiries has been to 
upgrade their current system, as the Covid situation 

has forced many to adapt their daily work. During 
this transition period, organizations have realized the 
importance of capturing good quality audio without 
the hassle of installing complex equipment set-ups 
before every session. Once the TeamConnect Ceiling 
2 is installed, usage is a breeze and any monitoring 
or tweaking of the system can be easily done using 
Sennheiser’s Control Cockpit.

Eric: Despite the huge changes that have taken 
place in recent months, the world of AV has not 
stood still. Conversations have continued throughout, 
both about projects that are already in progress 
and those that will soon take greater priority. Many 
of these focus on the future of the workplace, how 
once busy spaces will now be managed, and how to 
accommodate more remote working. 

There are key trends that come up frequently in 
conversations: The growth of videoconferencing, 
the need for more well-equipped meeting and 
learning spaces, the decentralization of corporate 
enterprises; Each of these provides an opportunity 
to be proactive, responsive, flexible, and provide 
support to our customers as they transition to the 
‘new normal’, whether that’s within an enterprise, 
a learning environment, government facility or 
elsewhere.

At Shure, we encourage our customers to make 
the most of available technology, be it ceiling 
microphones, software DSPs, remote monitoring 
software, wireless conferencing solutions, or a 
combination of all of these. As organizations work 
out how best (and when) to return to the workplace, 
solutions designed to minimize direct one-to-one 
contact with devices will be hugely important in 
ensuring user confidence.

In the education segment what would be the 
challenge in installing ceiling microphones - as in 
if the lecturers and students are wearing masks 
can the microphone still pick up the audio. Is 
there a need to tweak the system for better pick-
up?

Eric: Based on our observations, the challenges that 
the education sector is facing are more generally 

social distancing guidelines that require smaller 
groups of people/students spaced farther apart in 
large rooms. Also, our MXA Network Mute Button is 
IPx1 rated (protection against some water drops) 
so it can be cleaned/wiped down to help ensure the 
room is sanitized  for the next meeting or lecture to 
start.
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related to their overall AV technology infrastructures. 
The speed at which this segment had to adapt to 
remote or hybrid learning type scenarios meant 
that many institutions implemented a patchwork 
of solutions intended to ‘just get the job done’ in 
the short-term without much focus on the student 
experience. This means that, in many cases, current 
setups may not be sufficient to deliver high-quality 
teaching, especially in a one-to-many-type of 
application. 

The focus will be on ensuring everyone can be 
heard, questions can be asked, and documents 
can be viewed and shared, all in a seamless 
way. And this not only requires high quality audio 
input (i.e. microphones), but several additional 
components along the signal chain to integrate with 
AV conferencing, streaming, as well as local sound 
reinforcement systems. Moreover, as education 
facilities are rushing to upgrade their infrastructures, 
fast turnaround has been a specific challenge. In 
the case of some of Shure’s customers, hundreds of 
classrooms across buildings have to be outfitted with 
new tech during a short period of time, e.g. during 
summer or holiday breaks to ensure that facilities 
would be up-and-running once the students return. 
Not only quality solutions are needed, but also ones 
that are simple to configure and integrate.

This is where Shure’s ecosystem approach has 
been a critical success factor. The overall flexibility 
and performance of Shure solutions ensure that 
everyone can be heard clearly, regardless whether 
in a socially distanced learning spaces or in remote 
learning scenarios – in some cases this happens 
at the same time with hybrid learning classrooms 
where there are students in the room and tuned in 
remotely. In addition to offering all the components 
for a fully integrated audio solution – from ceiling and 
wall mounted microphones, to DSPs, and speakers 
– the entire system is built on the same technology 
platform and can be configured through Shure’s 
Designer Software, which has proven a significant 
time saver during deployment. And thanks to 
certifications by a number of technology partners, 
use with popular video collaboration tools such as 

Microsoft Teams and Zoom is a simple, stable, and 
out-of-box experience.

Wenbin: The TeamConnect Ceiling 2 (TCC2) is still 
able to pick up the audio if lecturers and students 
are wearing masks. However, if the organization 
would like to focus the audio pick up to certain areas 
of the room for different scenarios, they are able 
to do so with TCC2’s latest feature. TruVoicelift is 
Sennheiser’s activatable and configurable algorithm 
that combines with TCC2’s flexible beamforming 
and advanced zone control. TruVoicelift allows the 
user to significantly increase speech amplification 
on-site in the meeting room and gives the option 
to be significantly louder than other solutions. With 
5 advanced exclusion zones, the user has 100% 
flexibility and can precisely define the position of 
noise sources to be ignored by the beam tracking 
in a new, visually powerful 3D optic via Sennheiser 
Control Cockpit. The user can also set a priority zone 
for a particular area of the room so that whenever 
someone in the zone is speaking, they are given 
priority over others that are talking in the room.

Sennheiser TeamConnect Ceiling 2

The TeamConnect Ceiling 2, with its patented 
automatic dynamic beamforming technology, 

CEILING MICROPHONE SOLUTIONS
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was already a leader in conference room audio 
technology. Now, with the addition of TruVoicelift and 
advanced zone control, TeamConnect Ceiling 2 is 
the best solution for both conferencing and in-room 
audio for classrooms, lecture halls, boardrooms 
and more. All these new features are activable and 
configurable via the latest firmware update and via 
the latest version of Sennheiser Control Cockpit. 
Easy to install and easy to integrate. Let us help you 
understand the difference TeamConnect Ceiling 2 
can make for you.

Shure Microflex Advance MXA910 Ceiling Array 
Microphone

The Shure Microflex Advance MXA910 Ceiling Array 
Microphone with IntelliMix DSP is a multi-award 
winning solution designed specifically for spaces 
like classrooms that demand an effortless, seamless, 
and connected audio solution. It enables broad, 
cost-effective deployment in an attractive ceiling 
design. Steerable Coverage Technology allows to 
precisely adjust the microphone coverage pattern to 
the room layout or seating configurations using up 
to 8 independent lobes, while Autofocus Technology 
continually finetunes the position of each lobe in 
real time, for consistent sound when instructors 
walk around the classroom or when students ask 
questions from various areas of the room. 

As the next evolution in the industry’s leading array 
microphone system, the new Microflex Advance 
MXA710 Linear Array Microphone provides a sleek, 
linear form factor that allows for placement virtually 
anywhere in a space, including on a wall, around a 
display, ceiling, or even onto a table or podium. It’s 
an ideal alternative for spaces where the MXA910 
might not be the best option, but the same high-
quality audio experience is required. Including 
the same Steerable Coverage and Autofocus 
Technology, the MXA710 comes in two sizes, with 
the 2-feet array featuring 4 coverage lobes, and the 
4-feet array with 8 lobes.

Both the MXA910 and MXA710 Array Microphones 
feature onboard Shure IntelliMix digital signal 
processing — comprised of Acoustic Echo 
Cancellation, Noise Reduction, Automatic Gain 
Control, and Automatic Mixing — for exceptional 
intelligibility and unprecedented control. Using 
Designer System Configuration Software for 
deployment, room coverage templates enable quick 
and easy lobe optimization. The Array Microphones 
are available in three colors (white, aluminum, black) 
with multiple mounting options.

www.sennheiser.com/tcc2

www.shure.com/ecosystem

MXA910 Ceiling Array Microphone

Microflex Advance MXA710 Linear Array Microphone

https://en-sg.sennheiser.com/tcc2
https://www.shure.com/ecosystem
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How Work From Home is Slowly Killing You (and 
How to Save Yourself)

By Varun Nair, B2B Product Head - India & SWA, Logitech Electronics

We all had fantasized of this for years: The ability to work from home. No more 
long commutes to work, office politics, endless meetings or burnt vending-
machine coffee.But there are trade offs, and the nature of remote work can 
come with issues and irritations of its own. In fact, if you don't work smart, you 
could end up jeopardizing your health. In this article, I will walk through the 
most common health problems that people have started to complain about after 
almost a year of WFH. 

1. Burnout & 
Overwork
The boundaries 
between work & non-
work activities are 
blurring in unusual 
ways. Experts 
have suggested 
that drawing 
boundaries between 
our professional 

and personal lives is crucial for our mental health. 
But it’s difficult, even in the best of circumstances. 
To demonstrate their loyalty and productivity to 
the company & their managers, employees feel 
compelled to work all the time. 

To cope up with burnouts, I am trying to consciously 
practice the following:

a) Establishing clear time boundaries as much as 
possible around work-life & personal life.

b) Creating Priority Lists to focus on "First Things 
First"

c) Not automatically accepting every meeting invite 
that comes and only accepting meeting requests that 
have a clear agenda

d) Cutting down meeting times from 60 minutes to 40 
minutes.

2. Stress Eating & 
Weight Gain
People working from 
home, especially 
during the pandemic 
can suffer from 
severe stress. 
This is because 
of factors such as 
financial concerns, 
job performance, 
having to remote 
school their children, 

working near their spouse, and constant overload of 
phone calls.

When we are stressed, our body is flooded with 
cortisol, which makes us crave empty carbs, sugar 
and fatty foods. We also tend to become less active 
than normal, losing the exercise that was part of our 
normal workday. It's important to make sure we are 
making healthy dietary choices to prevent unwanted 
weight gain. I follow just three basic principles that 
help me immensely in this regard. 

First thing I do routinely, whenever I feel the urge to 
binge eat, is to stop for a deep breath. This simple 
trick has helped me greatly, and costs nothing in 
terms of time or effort.

Second most important principle I follow is to never 
skip meals, and keep healthy snacks like almonds or 
fruits handy. I try to segment my meals into 3 times 
daily. 
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Last thing I focus upon is to try and walk daily, if only 
at the end of the day to clear my head. Sometimes I 
just walk along the balcony and do some stretches. 

3. Back & 
Neck Strain
One of the 
most important 
parts of setting 
up a home 
office is setting 
up proper 
ergonomics. 

Being stationed in an asymmetric position can lead to 
overly used and tight muscles of the neck, shoulders 
and arms.

The average human head weighs almost 12 pounds 
(5.4 Kg.). When your neck is tilted to 45 degrees, 
the effective weight your head increases to nearly 
50 pounds (23 Kg.) In addition to straining joints & 
muscles in your neck and shoulders, the pressure 
affects your breathing and mood as well. Many of 
us routinely do this while staring at our work devices 
(Laptop or Tablet) and this can be easily avoided 
with the right ergonomics and desk setup.

As a starter, always hold your laptop at eye level, and 
move your body often when you're reading a long 
article or participating in a webinar or virtual meeting. 
Try to use ergonomically designed mouse and 
keyboard such as the Logitech MX Master series and 
set it up in a way that you do not need to over reach 
for them while working.

It's also tempting to work from your bed or couch, 
and even your dining room chair while working from 
home; but they won't provide you with the same 
support as an office chair. Remind yourself to sit with 
a straight back, and try to make sure to get up at 
least once an hour and stretch your back.

4. Hearing Loss & Noise Overload
Online conference calls & webinars have 
now become a mainstay of our Remote Work 
Environments. It is important to make sure we are 
adapting to this new work style with safety.

Loud sounds directed to 
the eardrum can lead to 
noise-induced hearing 
loss. Other sounds in the 
environment, such as 
television or radio, may 
not only be distracting, 
but may overwhelm the 
ear drums with excess 
noise, and force you 
to increase the volume 
on your conference 
call. If headphones or 
earphones are being 
used, it is necessary to 
make sure the volume 

is at a safe level. As a rule of thumb, if someone 
around you can hear your webinar, music or virtual 
colleague's conversation while you are wearing 
headphones; you are most likely using poor quality 
headsets which compels you to likely have your 
volume up too loud.

I personally use Logitech Zone Wireless Headphones 
to safeguard my ear drums, as well as be able to cut 
out background distraction while attending almost 
3-4 hours of Video Conference calls daily, as part of 
my daily WFH routine. The noise cancellation feature 
cuts out all distractions and therefore, makes me 
complete my work faster.Apart from the above health 
concerns, we obviously have severe anxiety issues 
being faced by innumerable people around the 
world.

Remote working during these crisis times, can lead 
to feeling isolated & disconnected from your bosses, 
co-workers and projects. That can lead to anxiety 
about our performance and job security. The best 
way to mitigate these challenges is to proactively 
set a time to check in several times a week with your 
supervisor and co-workers via video conferencing.
At Logitech we strive hard to make Remote Work 
experiences Joyful, Purposeful and Healthy for 
organizations and their employees. Do drop us a line 
if you would like to talk about the specific challenges 
you are facing during your WFH routine!

www.logitech.com

https://www.logitech.com/en-in
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Flexibility and scalability at the core of the campus AV design

HMICO Designs and Builds AV Integrated System at 
VinUniversity

Project Name: VinUniversity
ProjectClient: VinAcademy Education and   
Training Co., Ltd - Vingroup JSC
Project Location: Hanoi, Vietnam
Project Segment: Education
Project Type: Classrooms, Presentation 
rooms. Multi-purpose room, Medical 
Simulation Centre, Super-Lab,Laboratory, 
Boardroom, Conference room, Library
Project AV Key Brands: Biamp, Crestron, 
Extron, Kramer, Panasonic, Panphonics, 
Samsung, Sennheiser 

FACTFILE
VinUniversity is founded by Vingroup Joint Stock 
Company (Vingroup JSC) as a private, not-for-profit 
university to develop talents for the future. Vingroup 
JSC is the largest private conglomerate in Vietnam 
with market capitalisation of approximately USD15 
billion. 

The university integrates the models of excellent 
international universities to make a breakthrough 
in Vietnamese higher education and to become 
a world-class university. VinUniversity campus is 
located in Vinhomes Ocean Park urban area in Gia 
Lam District, Hanoi, Vietnam.  VinUniversity has 
been awarded QS 5-star standard certificate by 
Quacquarelli Symonds (United Kingdom) in three 
important areas: Facilities, Academic Development 
and Inclusiveness.
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Hoang Minh Investment Technology JSC (HMICO) 
was responsible for VinUniversity’s AV technology 
system, as the AV design and build system integra-
tor. 

HMICO was responsible for the extensive designing 
and integration of AV solutions in the following areas:

Lecture Room Building:
Team-based Learning and Multi-purpose classrooms 
with different configurations: 14 
121m2 Lecture Theatre: 01
600m2 Team-based learning large room: 01

Medical Simulation Centre:
ICU Simulation Room: 06 
Ambulance Simulation Room: 01 
Debriefing Room: 05 
Skill Lab: 02 
Patient room: 04 
Nursing station and Medication Simulation Room: 01 
Main control room: 01 
VR room: 01 
OSCE room: 10 
Home Environment Simulation Room: 01 

Office Building:
Board room: 01
Conference room: 04

Laboratory Building:
Engineering Superlab: 01 
Anatomy Superlab: 01
Small lab: 06 

Library Building:
Semi-professional studio: 01
One button studio: 01 
Innovation Maker Space: 01 

"Vingroup JSC is the largest private conglomerate in 
Vietnam. They invested in this not-for-profit university 
project to provide Vietnam's younger generation 
with a good higher education institution to study 
and hopefully after graduation, these students can 
take action to improve the quality of life within the 
community,” says Bui Duc Son, Director, Hoang Minh 
Investment Technology JSC. "On our part, we did our 
utmost to give the client the best solutions in terms of 
features and cost. We closely worked with the client, 
their consultant and the teachers by presenting 
and demonstrating the functions of the various 
proposed solutions. We even showcased solution 
references from other renowned universities in the 
world. Our objective was to ensure that the users 
will be comfortable with the features and use the 
solutions with ease. We also discussed with the users 
to provide only the required features and remove 
unnecessary features to reduce cost."

Large Team-Based Classroom with Crestron Control
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One key request from the client that HMICO had to 
bear in mind was to ensure that the implemented 
systems are flexible in terms of usage, ability to be 
updated and changed quickly, and scalable for 
future needs. "It was important for us to ensure that 
any future expansion in terms of AV equipment can 
be easily adhered to while keeping the AV backbone 
and network intact and making sure that changes to 
specific solutions do not affect the operations of the 
overall AV systems." 

Technology
The classrooms, meeting spaces and the superlabs 
were integrated with 5" and 10" touch screen 
panels running on the Crestron Fusion management 
software. A total of 31 units of Crestron CP3 
control processors were installed at the control 
rooms. A unit of Extron XTP II CrossPoint 1600 
digital matrix switcher provides high-performance 
switching of video and audio plus an extension 
of bidirectional control and Ethernet. The matrix 
switcher is complemented with one unit of Extron 
DXP 1616 HD 4K HDMI Matrix switcher with audio 
de-embedding for use at the Team-Based Learning 
Large Classroom to support computer and video 
resolutions of up to 4K. A different mix of Extron 
DXP 88 HD 4K Plus, Extron DXP 84 HD 4K Plus and 
Extron DXP 44 HD 4K Plus switchers are used for the 
classrooms.

Installed within the superlabs are six units of 
Extron's Wireless presentation ShareLink 200 N to 
enable easy sharing of content from digital devices. 
Biamp's TesiraFORTÉ DAN AI digital audio signal 
processor helps with the audio processing for the 
six units of Biamp CM1-6W ceiling microphones and 
the compact Panphonics SSHP60x20 directional 
loudspeakers installed within the superlabs. A unit 
of Biamp Matrix DSP Tesira SERVER-IO is also 
integrated within the control room.

Sennheiser wireless handled, and lavalier 
microphones are available for use in classrooms, 
meeting and conference rooms. 

Superlab

A unit of Extron XTP II CrossPoint 1600 digital matrix 
switcher provides high-performance switching of video and 
audio 
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As VinUniversity trains medical students, the 
simulation rooms are integrated with a simulation 
software that operates in tandem with the AV system 
to record high quality images and audio for playback 
in the different rooms and archiving purposes for 
students’ on-demand learning purposes. 

The software simulation such as heartbeat, blood 
pressure, vital signs, etc, are also recorded 
together with the reaction of the students that 
is captured via PTZ cameras and voice pick-up 
through the TeamConnect 2 ceiling microphones. 
This helps students to understand and improve 

their performance.  The TeamConnect ceiling 
microphones also  enable the lecturer to be 
heard clearly while using both their hands for 
demonstrations. A total of 23 units of Sennheiser 
TeamConnect ceiling microphones have been 
implemented in the Medical Sumulatiion Centre to 
augment voice reproductions. 

Within the simulation rooms, lecturers and actors 
communicate via micro headphone or headset  while 
other students not involved in the simulation observe 
the procedures via a one-way glass panel room and 
hear the audio via headphones. 

Vesalius Lab (Anatomy Dry Superlab)
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The loudspeakers in the simulation rooms reinforce 
playback ambience noises such as the sirens of 
the ambulance, the operating sound of medical 
machines and human voices to create a life-like 
experience for the students. 

Across the VinUniversity campus, Panasonic 
projectors and Samsung displays are installed for 
visual information. Cisco video conference systems 
and network switchers enable video conferencing.

Challenges
As in most AV projects, the time frame was tight. 
As the design and build contractor, the HMICO 
team had to complete all the system design within 
a year, get approvals, integrate the systems, 
handle the systems' programming, and the testing 
and commissioning of the systems in tandem with 
construction work. 

On top of that, HMICO took responsibility for the 
management of the project, quality control and 
monitoring, and following the entire project's 
schedule to achieve the client's vision within 
deadlines.

"Along the way, additional features were also 
requested by different teams from the client's side. 
We had to be nimble and incorporate these features 
as we went along while ensuring that we kept to 
deadlines," says Bui Duc Son.

HMICO also took responsibility to integrate the AV 
systems with other protocols such as BMS, fire alarm, 
lighting and curtain control. "The client wanted to be 
able to control all the key elements in a given space 
with a single system. Of course, the fire alarm system 
had to have precedence over all audio systems, 
so we programmed the audio systems to ensure 
that this safety aspect was met. To better manage 
the buildings, the BMS system had to work with AV 
management software for a seamless operation and 
monitoring of all the systems within the university."

However, it took more time to integrate the AV system 
and the simulation software at the Medical Simulation 
Centre. "The software company is based in Israel. We 
had to ensure that the simulation software could work 
with our AV system smoothly. We are pleased that we 
were able to get this done to the satisfaction of the 
software company and the client," adds Bui Duc Son.

On overcoming the tight deadline and 
implementation challenges, Bui Duc Son adds, "Our 
philosophy is simple. All good things come from a 
good idea, and with goodwill, we will get the result. 
Our team members put in a lot of effort and did not 
give up when certain aspects were getting difficult. 
The Owner is dedicating this university for our 
younger generation, so we met the challenges head-
on to build the best place with reliable and Smart AV 
integrated system."

Team-Based learning classroom
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To meet the schedule, HMICO divided the project 
into several parts and worked immediately on the 
AV systems when the construction and interior were 
completed for each building. 

The ground-breaking started in November 2018, 
and HMICO handed over the buildings in phases as 
they were completed, with the last handover done in 
November 2020. 

Key Features 
"We are pleased that we were able to meet all 
the university's objectives for the technology 
implemented," says Bui Duc Son.
 
The backbone principle of the system design was to 
keep it simple and easy to operate.  When a laptop is 
connected to the HDMI output through the wall plate 
or wirelessly, the display or projector is automatically 
turned on. The images are projected without any 
other intervention. The control panel enables easy 
control of not just the AV systems but the lighting 
and motorised curtains. "We programmed presets 
for the control panels across the campus to make it 

very user-friendly for both the teachers and students. 
The control panels' interface is also user friendly and 
intuitive should the user want to switch to manual 
control. There was no need for us to do lengthy 
training. It is like using a smartphone...swipe and 
press," says a pleased Bui Duc Son.

Flexibility and scalability were also at the core of the 
design. "Should the university decide to expand or 
upgrade the AV systems, it would be a seamless 
process as the design and AV infrastructure was 
planned with scalability and flexibility on our mind." 

www.hmico.vn

http://hmico.vn/
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‘World Class’ HSW Brisbane Leisure Village Features 
250 Martin Audio CDD Speakers

Project Name: HSW Brisbane Lesiure Village 

Project Client: HSW Nominees Consortium

Project Location: Brisbane, Australia

Project Segment: Hospitality

Project Integrator: Ampd

Project type : Sound System

Project AV Key Brand: Martin CDD Series, 
QSC Q-Sys

FACTFILE

Ampd’s sophisticated AV integration at new riverfront location

Occupying a premium 3-4 hectare waterfront 
site, Howard Smith Wharves (HSW) in Brisbane 
is described by Anthony Russo at TAG, Martin 
Audio’s Australian distributor, as “world class”, 
“transformative” and “the most unique site in 
Australia.”

Developed by the HSW Nominees consortium 
led by Adam Flaskas, a wasteland of old disused 
heritage buildings, that had remained derelict for 
several decades, has been completely transformed 
into a multiplexed, family-oriented leisure village 
overlooking the Brisbane River. The development has 
taken five years and cost between 200m-250m AUD.

Featuring some 20 different hospitality zones, 
ranging from a series of bars and restaurants 
(including a microbrewery), a full blown 1700-cap 

HSW Precinct
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HSW  Dining outlet featuring CDDs in white to blend with the venue

events space and even a boutique hotel (Fantauzzo), 
acoustic acts and DJs perform in various pop-ups 
and in outdoor communal park areas at the hub of 
the complex. The development has unquestionably 
transformed the lifestyles of Brisbanites and set a 
new benchmark in destination leisure.

This complex is also one of the biggest single 
deployments of Martin Audio loudspeakers, with 
nearly 250 CDD series enclosures alone—including 
IP-rated weatherised ‘WR’ versions installed. 
Everything is connected to a QSC Q-Sys backbone 
on which all the individual venues are networked, 
allowing any audio source to be routed to any 
destination.

“We have had great success with the CDD range in 
the past so when approached to design a system for 
this world class venue it was an obvious choice that 
came to mind,” stated Jason Lea, Technical Director 
of Ampd, the AV system integrator, noting that the 
operators had no intention of skimping on audio 
quality.

“This development has been the talk of the town and 
something that keeps coming up is the scale of the 
audio system—not only the size but also the quality 
of the Martin Audio Systems,” he continued.

Based locally, Ampd—another staunch supporter 
of Martin Audio solutions—had been introduced to 
the project by referral, and their fit-out team certainly 
faced some challenges. “Every building bar one 
was heritage listed, which imposed restrictions, 
and there were also noise restrictions because 
it’s in a residential area,” stated Matt Hayes, Sales 
Coordinator at Ampd Electronics.

Mr Percival’s cocktail bar
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The central pub, Felons, had been the first venue 
within HSW to open followed by Mr Percival’s cocktail 
bar, the Ciao Papi restaurant and a slew of other 
units such as Stanley and the Rumbar … all featuring 
Martin Audio’s unique coaxial differential dispersion 
technology. 

As an example of this speaker deployment, Felons 
Brewery alone features well over 100 Martin Audio 
speakers, including SX210 subs mounted up in the 
ceiling. The total inventory comprises 43 CDD6-WR 
and 32 CDD8-WR weatherised speakers, 16 CDD8, 
four CDD6, a pair of CDD5, as well as six SX210 
slimline, dual-driver subwoofers and a pair of SX212 
ultra-compact subs.

Of the product selection he says, “We chose CDD for 
their dispersion technology and even coverage right 
across the space—for anything from low SPL levels 
all the way up to nightclub levels.”

And that proved another plus point for the Martin 
Audio solution. “We did some modelling, but 
fundamentally we needed a system that sounded 
great at low levels because of the noise restrictions—
and CDD is delivering optimum clarity.”

Meanwhile, Howard’s Hall, the stunning event 
space located in the centre of the precinct features 
spectacular views of the Story Bridge and city skyline 
via retractable floor-to-ceiling glass windows. This 
is also equipped with nine ultra-compact CDD6-WR 
and six CDD8-WR enclosures. 

As to the integrated mood technology generally, 
lighting is also triggered automatically after dark, 
and all AV runs from a master central Crestron CP3 
system interfaced to local touch panels in each 
venue. 

Owing to the success of this project, a second 
renovated events space has now also been 
proposed which will again feature an all Martin Audio 
sound infrastructure.

Photos courtesy of HSW.

Martin-audio.com

The Felons Brewery alone features well over 100 Martin Audio speakers
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http://www.martin-audio.com
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India’s First Permanent Mid-Air Projection
Lux & Decibels does the rare feat at Chennai’s landmark venue

INDIA

By Ram Bhavanashi

Project Name: Son et Lumiere show at 
Semmozhi Poonga 
Project Location: Chennai, India
Project Segment: Infotainment
Project Owner: Dept. of Horticulture, 
Government of Tamil Nadu 
Project Consultant: Shiva Pillai, Principal 
Consultant- Lux & Decibels 
Systems Integrator: Lux & Decibels
Project Highlight: First mid-air, permanent  
outdoor projection show in India

THE TECH TEAM:
Project Designers: Shiva Pillai, Bart Hemelear
Creative Director: Muniapparaj
Music Director: Devendran
Project Managers: Ranjit Kumar & Pugazh

FACTFILE
India is a land of wonderments, they said, and keep 
on saying! The statement often comes into veritable 
manifestation audio-visually; the more we explore, 
the more it manifests. This time, it’s Chennai-based 
AVL solutions provider Lux & Decibels creating 
what it says India’s first mid-air projection, with a 3D 
capping to culminate in a crescendo of excitement.

In this second outing, RAM BHAVANASHI presents 
a snapshot of the unique Son et Lumiere show at 
Semmozhi Poonga in Chennai. Check it out when you 
are there!
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Anyone visiting Chennai these days, must take out 
an evening, and spend time at the Son et Lumiere 
show at Semmozhi Poonga – called the Classical 
Tamil Park in English – to witness what is claimed as 
India’s first and permanent mid-air projection, with a 
3D-capping.

For a nutshell account of the technicalities, it is 
characterized by a 20 feet X 10 feet holographic 
screen with a see-through fabric, standing at a height 
of 20 feet from the ground. That it is a transparent 
material, with a background of dense vegetation it is 
as good as nothing even in dim light conditions, and 
particularly during dark nights.

So, it apparently looks like a mid-air hoist when an 
image or content is projected onto it.

More, projecting a narrative supported content onto 
that screen are a pair of projectors, and a huge bulk 
of professional lights and audio- working from inside 
a modular Control Room created in an amphitheatre 
that is 28 meters (92 feet approx.) away from the 
screen, and eight feet above the ground.

A 40-minute sound and light show – with a Tamil 
voiceover (English to be added soon) – then takes 
the onlookers through a brief but grand history of the 
metropolis, and its journey through times, the curse 
of modern living it’s been living of late – centred 
around unscrupulous occupation of natural water 
ways and flood devastations – and culminates with 
the emphasis on the importance of preserving natural 
resources, water ways, and eco-system.

That’s the ‘story’ of the install scripted by Chennai-
based professional AVL solutions provider Lux & 
Decibels, working on the entrustment by the Tamil 
Nadu Horticulture Department that is headed by a 
go-getter visionary IAS Dr. Subbaiyan N

“It’s arguably the first 
mid-air projection in India, 
says Shiva Pillai, Principal 
Consultant at Lux & 
Decibels. “Watching the 
projection during nights 

with the kind of dense vegetation in the background, 
it makes a mid-air hoist.”

With the kind of narrative as specified by the client, 
and the more-than-routine time constraint, it was 
indeed challenging in its own right, remarks Shiva’s 
designer associate Ranjit Kumar. “Our knowledge 
about the city and right connects with the experts did 
the billing for us.”

Ranjit also contributed as the Project’s Manger, 
along with his colleague Pugazh.

The Plot…
Dr. Subbaiyan N, IAS – when he took over the reins 
of Tamil Nadu Horticultural Development Agency as 
its Managing Director – set in motion transformation 
of the otherwise ordinary vegetative land tracts in 
the State Capital, besides other cities. He did create 
some good green landscapes in the Metropolis.

One particular thought process came in when his 
sights were set on the Semmozhi Poonga – on the 
Cathedral Road – the place where the erstwhile, 
famously aristocratic Woodlands Drive-In restaurant 
once stood (by a ‘leased’ act of Government) amidst 
a vast and plush green lands.

During its heyday in the early 1960s, the art deco 
stylized restaurant was a sort of soiree site for 
the Tamil elite of the time, and a prerogative of 
VIPs. However, it soon lost in time, giving in to 
development of a specialist botanical garden by the 
State Government.

Fast forward to 2010, the State Government 
developed the 20-acre (8 hectare approx.) site into 
a plush and designer garden, and christened it 
Classical Tamil Park to commemorate the grandly 
held Classical Tamil Conference earlier that year.

Having such a noble-fabled green land in sight, 
Subbaiyan ideated to add some creative value to the 
park so that it springs more life, in harmony with the 
nature it had been existing in.

Ironically though, by the time it came under his 
aegis, Chennai had also gotten the infamous 
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inundation. Two of the city’s four major water ways – 
Coovum River and Buckingham Canal – pass from 
nearby the Park. It was therefore ideated to create an 
immersive sound and light show that emphasizes the 
importance of protecting natural water ways, natural 
resources, and preserving trees and eco-system.

The Department of Horticulture moved swiftly and 
called for solution providers who could create a 
compelling narrative and communicate the message 
of harmony with nature with an effective depiction of 
the plot.
That’s how Lux & Decibels landed the project, with 
their slew of successfully executed Government 
projects doing the talking for their competence.

For an effective and reinforcing communication, the 
solution provider decided to tell the narrative in four 
separate drama lines. Beginning with a young couple 
walking into the park overawed by its appeal and 
beginning a chat over how the city has traversed; 
then how the British went to Chandragiri king 
requesting allotment of land for their business, how it 
led over time to setting the city; then followed by the 
modern living of unscrupulous disruption of natural 
setting around the city, causing devastating floods; 
and finally the message of preserving eco-system 
and living in harmony with nature.

“The final message of protecting trees and green 
environment is communicated by a giant tree in a 3D 
format,” explains Shiva. “For us, like the most, it is 
spell-binding.”

Designed by Shiva himself and his business Principal 
Bart Hemelaer – Chairman and co-owner of Rinbo 
Lifestyle – the technology deployment comprised:

•  Two units of Panasonic projector
•  Two units of Visual Productions Cue Core
•  One unit of Visual Productions B Station
•  Pope Professional Outdoor Installation Speakers
•  Pope Professional Audio System (5.1 Outdoor 
Surround Sound)

“Knowing the rough corrosive weather that Chennai 
encounters from the sea side, we installed systems 
that are robust and can withstand the weather 
impact,” Shiva explains. “That the install is meant to 
be permanent, we needed to be doubly particular 
about their all-weather sustenance.”

Making the 40-minute Son et Lumiere truly 
experiential with artistic expertise was Creative 
Director Muniapparaj who was ably supported by 
Music Director Devendran who scored involving 
music lilting with the lighting.

The edutainment project has only Tamil voiceover as 
of now, but they would soon have English voiceover 
as well, informs the consultant.

So, a show to show the way to live in harmony with 
nature.

www.luxanddecibels.com

http://www.luxanddecibels.com
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DISPLAY ADS

Give a new lease of life to your TH Source 
Four: Convert it to an LED Version!

fEEbEE: The Ultimate SOURCE FOUR RGBALC 
LED ENGINE

More details HERE
10K Asia rep: manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Looking for a Studio to Stream Virtual Events

theLAB in Singapore is the answer.

theLAB is a 1500 SqFt Livestream-ready Studio Space 
available for rental with full audio-visual support & ex-
perienced technical crew provided, in order to provide 
a seamless experience for you & your guests.

www.tpp.com.sg

http://www.10knew.com/product/10k-led-rgbacl-engine/
mailto:manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com
mailto:julie@spinworkz.com
http://www.tpp.com.sg/
mailto: admin@spinworkz.com
http://www.jupiter.com

